
 

Sri Moolaramo Vijayathe 

 

PUJYAYA RAGHAVENDRAYA SATHYA DHARMA RATHAYACHA 

BAJATHAM KALPA VRUKSHAYA NAMATHAM KAMADHENAVE 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 

Namaskara Rayar Bhakth, 

My name is Suresh. I run the Vastu website https://www.SubhaVaastu.com, which features 

759 Vastu articles. Additionally, I have another website, https://www.SubhaVastu.com, 

offering 28,000 spiritual wallpapers, including 2,500 dedicated to Mantralaya Raghavendra 

Swamy for mobile and laptop backgrounds. You can reach me at 

SubhaVaastu@gmail.com. I am from South India, and I would like to share some of my 

thoughts with you all. 

I am a regular visitor to Mantralaya, blessed by Mahimanvitha Poojya Prabhugala 

Raghavendra Swamy. From the beginning, I have wanted to do something in service to 

Rayar. However, every time I tried, things didn't go as planned, and I lacked cooperation 

from others. I prayed to Rayar to guide me in serving him, and believe it or not, the very 

next day, I accidentally opened Yahoo Groups and joined the Guru Raghavendra group.  

 



 

As days passed, I received numerous emails about Rayar's miracles. I began compiling 

these messages into the Guru Raghavendra group on my email. Eventually, I came up with 

the idea to create an e-book about Rayar's miracles. This e-book is a manifestation of 

Rayar's blessings. Today, I am thrilled to announce the release of the first Rayar Mahima's 

e-book, available for free on www.SubhaVaastu.com. 

I have one request: please send me your personal experiences of Rayar's miracles. Collect 

stories from your friends and relatives as well. I aim to compile a comprehensive e-book, 

which will be available free of charge. Share your experiences with me at 

SubhaVaastu@gmail.com. 

Lastly, please forgive any spelling mistakes in this e-book. 

Dhanyavaadh, 

Suresh. 

https://www.SubhaVaastu.com/ 

 

If possible, please visit this link: https://www.subhavaastu.com/god-

miracles.html. We have published numerous miracles of our beloved God. 

You might be pleasantly surprised by the content and design. 

 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * 

https://www.subhavaastu.com/


RAYAR MAHIMAS: - 

 
Dear Bhaktas, my son's situation is truly miraculous! He is an Intermediate II year student, and 

to our astonishment, he passed his exams yesterday. This is surprising because he never 

bothered to open a book. For the past year, we, as parents, have been deeply depressed and 

worried since he stopped attending college regularly, only occasionally showing up to maintain 

his attendance. I have been fervently praying to Gururaya to help him overcome this phase and 

secure admission to a degree course of his choice. He didn't perform well in the exams, and 

we were mentally prepared for him to fail. Yet, by the grace of Sri Guru Raghavendra, he 

passed with a C grade and 56% marks. This undoubtedly proves that Gururaya takes care of 

his devotees. Please keep chanting the mantra "OM SRI RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA!" 

continuously, and Swamy will look after everything in this material world and, more importantly, 

foster spiritual growth in life. With regards - Srinivasa Rao – Coimbatore. 

 
*************************** 

 

I am Satheesh Krishnamurthy, a Physics research fellow at Trinity College Dublin. Recently, a 

remarkable incident occurred that I wish to share. My wife and I were traveling from Chennai to 

Dublin last week. Our luggage was checked through to London, necessitating that we retrieve 

and recheck our bags for the London to Dublin leg. We flew British Airways from Chennai to 

London, which permits 23 kg per person for checked baggage, while the domestic flight from 

London to Dublin allows only 20 kg. Our total luggage weight was 49 kg. At the London check-

in counter, the agent informed us that our bags were overweight and required us to check in our 

hand luggage as well, bringing the total to 70 kg, which was 30 kg over the allowance. He 

requested a fee of 5 pounds per kilogram over the limit and informed other agents about our 

situation. We stepped away from the counter, and I prayed fervently to Sri Raghavendra for 

assistance. After 45 minutes, I approached the counter again and was astonished to find a 

different agent who accepted our bags without any issues or additional checks. Sri 

Raghavendra Swamiji has always overseen my education, conduct, and character. We pray 

with complete devotion, and he invariably responds to our prayers. OM SRI 

RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA THANKS - Satheesh - Dublin. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 



 
Hello friends, 

 

I’ve been contemplating for a while about sharing the remarkable events orchestrated 

by my guru, Shri Raghavendra, in my life. I’d like to narrate one such experience. 

Growing up in a Madhava family, Rayaru was a part of my life, and I occasionally 

visited the matha on Thursdays, albeit not consistently, I must admit. My prayers 

were often selfish and mechanical. However, as years went by and my troubles 

persisted, a colleague suggested that I make a Sankalpa and read about Shri 

Raghavendraswamy for mental strength. It all started when I began reading the story 

of Shri Rayaru every day (in Kannada). I aimed to complete it quickly, within a week 

or so, and would sit in the puja room every night to read. One day, while reading 

about Rayaru accepting Sanyas and his wife's imminent suicide, I was deeply 

disturbed and emotional. I cried for his wife's loss and questioned how Rayaru could 

allow it. Despite his kindness and willingness to help, how could he not foresee her 

immense sense of loss? Although I was grateful for his acceptance of the saffron 

robes, for his wife’s sake, it was heart-wrenching. I went to bed in tears that night. In 

the early hours of that day, I had a wonderful dream. Rayaru was sitting among a row 

of Brahmins with plantain leaves in front of them, waiting for food to be served. This 

appeared to be in the empty site behind our house. He stood out as the rest were in 

traditional white dhotis and namas. He smiled at me, and my heart skipped a beat 

seeing him there. Agitatedly, I called out to my young son to serve Rayaru the 

specially prepared food. The dream ended there, and I woke up feeling happy, 

although I eventually brushed it off. A few days later, I confided in a dear friend about 

the dream, as I felt uncomfortable discussing it with everyone. Incidentally, I had 

often voiced my regret about not visiting Mantralaya since my marriage, my last visit 

being 14 years ago. My friend suggested that Rayaru had given me darshan at our 

house as a response to my regret. After this, I developed a tremendous hunger to 

learn more about his life and read different books about him. Strangely, I couldn’t find 

any English books on him and even considered translating one from Kannada myself. 

On January 26, 2006, a few months after my dream, I visited Vedantha BookHouse in 

Chamrajpet in search of English books on Rayaru. To my delight, I found not one but 

five volumes on him, written by Amman Sathyanathan. I’ll stop here for today as what 

has happened in my life since becoming aware of Shri Raghavendra’s presence 

would fill many more pages. I’ve shared this story online to express my awe and 

gratitude for Rayaru’s kindness, hoping it meets with his approval. Interestingly, the 

empty site behind our house, where I dreamt of Rayaru, belongs to a Madhav Rao 

and his son, Gururaja Rao! Signing off now, may all who read this and our families be 

graced by our guru Raghavendra, and may our faith in him grow a hundredfold. Om 

Shri Raghavendraya Namaha. Krishnaarpanamasthu.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * 



 
I would like to share another miracle from Sri Guru Rayaru in our life. Yesterday 

afternoon, my wife went to her pick up our son from school. As she went near the car in the 

parking lot, she found out that the rear windshield was shattered with all the pieces of 

glasses on the rear seat, where our kids sit. By Sri Rayaru's grace this happened when the 

car was parked and unoccupied at that time. It was would have been a big accident if the 

car was in motion. once again Rayaru saved us. Always, we need to have belief and faith in 

Rayaru and Sri Guru Rayaru will help us all. 

"NAMBI KETTAVARILLAVO EE GURGALA". 

OM SRI RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA! 

Regards, 

 
Ramanath Sudhakar 

To 

The Web Master 

Respected Sir, 

My humble Namaskarams to you all. I was very much interested to know about the web 

site and for knowing the experiences people have been getting. I am a resident of 

Kurnool town and an engineer by profession. I am feeling very much happy to read the 

miracles of Sri Raghavendra Swamy . I want to narrate about another miracle that took 

place in my life recently for the sake of keeping it on your web site  as a miracle of Sri 



Raghavendra Swamiji for spreading the greatness of Sri Rayaruji to the public. I was 

suffering from stomach pain and blood was lightly oozing in my urine in the month of July 

2006 for 4 to 5 times. I consulted 3 specialists (MDsâ€ ™) in Kurnool town. But the 

problem was not solved even after taking several medicines/tablets prescribed by the 

Specialists. Suddenly it flashed in my mind that Sri Rayaruji is my doctor and he will cure 

my disease. Hence in the first week of September I went to Mantralayam and I prayed to 

Sri Raghavendra Swamy to kindly cure the disease and to stop the blood coming from the 

urine. Also I had severe Gas Trouble. I also prayed to Sri Raghavendra Swamy to kindly 

introduce me to a strong devotee of Sri Rayaruji so that Sri Rayaruji can suggest his 

prescription to me through his Strong Devotee for curing my disease. To  my  great 

surprise. by the grace of Sri Raghavendra swamy, I got an email address of one Smt B.H. 

Savitrigaru aged around 47 years, who is an ardent devotee of Sri Raghavendra swamy 

and a messenger of Sri Raghavendra Swamy. My friend Sri S.P.Nagarajarao who is also 

an Engineer working in BSNL, Nandyal is an ardent devotee of Sri Raghavendra Swamy. 

Sri S.P.Nagarajarao gave me her e-mail address. Smt Savitrigaru is at present living in 

New Zealand. Her E-mail address is www.savibh@yahoo.com. When I poured my health 

problem to her she told me to take â€ œSri Raghavendraswamy Mrithika Theerthamâ€ □ 

daily for a few days and advised me to apply Mrithika theertham to my stomach daily. 

So immediately I started taking Mrithika theertham daily and applied to my 

stomach. After doing for 21 days I found that my stomach pain is totally reduced and the 

blood coming from the urine is totally stopped (which could not be stopped by 3 specialist 

doctors). It is really a great miracle of Sri Rayaruji. In this connection I want to tell some 

thing about Smt Savitri garu. She is an ardent devotee of Sri Raghavendra Swamy and Sri 

Anjaneyaswamy right from childhood. She used to get Hanumantha swamy in dreams and 

also used to personally see Hanumanji and obtain banana prasadam! Her parents were 

surprised when she narrated this to them. You all are aware that divine power is routed 

through certain staunch  devotees endowed with purity of heart  and spirit of service to 

mailto:www.savibh@yahoo.com


mankind. Sri Rayaruji is thus sending his divine blessings for his devotees through a 

number of pure souls and one among them is Smt. Savitrigaru. In this regard I want to tell 

some of the miracles happened in her real life. When she was newly married at the age of 

18 years she got a severe ear pain. As her mother-in-law was in madi in Puja and as there 

were none at home she cried with severe pain and prayed to Sri Raghavendra Swamy. 

Then suddenly a hand ie., Sri Rayarujiâ€ ™s hand came and put three drops in her ear. 

She really felt the drops falling in her ears so clearly and then went to sleep. After 10 

minutes when she got up all pain vanished. She had a dream in the year 1995 in which Sri 

Raghavendra appeared before her and asked her to do service to Sri Rayaruji. Sri Rayaruji 

instructed her to go to Bellary and meet a craftsman Sri Raghavendrachar and place an 

order for Silver Brindavana. But she did not know how much silver is required for the 

preparation of Silver Brindavana. One day again Sri Gururaja appeared in her dream and 

told her â€ œLook the silver brindavana should be 1.50 Kgs weight and conform to the one 

at Lingampalli Brindavana at Hyderabad. Also instructed her, prior to proceeding to Bellary, 

she must go to Lingampalli mutt and receive mantrakshata and parimala prasada and 

before the aradhana the silver brindavana should be handed over to the 

Ramakrishnapuram Mutt at Hyderabad. 

Then she decided to go to Bellary on the same night along with her husband 

Shri Bhuvanendragaru, for placing an order for Silver Brindavana. That evening the couple 

went to Lingampalli mutt at Hyderabad and took the measurements of Silver Brindavana as 

said by Sri Rayaruji. After that, before proceeding to Bellary, in the Lingampalli mutt they 

asked the chief Archaka for Parimala Prasadam as it was instructed by Sri Rayaruji to get 

Parimala Prasadam at lingampalli mutt before leaving to Bellary. But the archaka said that 

being chaturmasya vrata season the Parimala Prasadam is not available. The couple were 

disappointed and puzzled as to how to proceed! Meanwhile one devotee came to 

Lingampalli temple and gave Parimala Prasadam brought from Mantralayam to the chief 

Archaka.  Then the chief archaka rushed towards Smt Savitri garu and gave  her the 



Parimala Prasadam . So as planned they went to Bellary and met the craftsman and gave 

an order for Silver Brindavana. The Craftsman promised to complete job in ten days; the 

couple went to their place. Meanwhile Sri Raghavendra Swamy again appeared in her 

dream and told her that before taking delivery of the Silver Brindavana, prepare some 

payasam at home and after offering it to the Almighty, take some quantity of that naivedya 

and give it to the craftsman. And on taking delivery of the Brindavana carry it to the Sri Mutt 

at Ramakrishnapuram, Hyderabad. Smt Savitri garu offered naivedya to the Almighty and 

handed over the payasam to the Craftsman. Then the Craftsman asked her how she knew 

that he had special liking for that semia payasam. In fact in that payasam, Sri 

Raghavendraswamyâ€ ™s divine power was there, so the craftsman could complete the 

work within l0 days instead of one month. The couple brought the Silver Brindavana and 

received pooja in a grand scale during aradhana in 1995. Later the brindavana was kept 

in one sudha punditâ€ ™s house for one year for daily Hasthodaka since no appointed 

Archaka was there in RKpuram mutt at that time. Whenever there was no hastodaka 

neivedya to this silver brindavana, Smt Savitri garu used to hear a voice 

â€ œHungryâ€ □ at her house. One day when she was taking her food she heard the 

voice â€ œHungryâ€ □, then she  immediately stopped taking her food and rang up to 

find out whether Hasthodaka was offered to the Silver Brindavana or not. Before the 

Prathistapana of Silver Brindavana in RK.Puram, Smt Savitri invited all the trust members 

of the Mutt to come to her house and recite Rayar Asthotharam and take prasada. After 

completing Asthotharam successfully when neivedya was offered Sri Raghavendra 

Swamy came physically and tasted the poornam kept on kajjikayalu (kaduvu in Kannada) 

and said â€ œGhee is lessâ€ □. A few days before this incident, she saw a house in her 

dream. The location of the house was also made known to her by Sri Rayaruji and asked 

her to visit that house and she would get a uruji.. And she went there with her husband 

Bhuvanendragaru on the ashtottara day night with prasadam. She met a noble Mahatma 

named Sri Tuppasakri Dwaipayanachar. She introduced herself to Sri Dwaipayanachar. 

The first question asked by Sri Dwaipayanachar was  â€ œWas Ghee  lessâ€ □. 



Immediately the couple fell on his feet! Dwaipayanachar was a great soul and ardent 

devotee of Sri Raghavendra Swamy. He was peforming puja to the Mrithika Brindavana 

kept in his house for more than 65 years. All divine power was speaking through him, 

especially Sri Raghavendra Swamy.  My friend Sri Nagarajarao who is an ardent devotee 

of Sri Rayaruji came to know about Sri Dwaipayanachar and met him personally in 

hyderabad at Sri Dwaipayanachar house for several times and narrated some of his 

problems and got solution from Sri Dwaipayanachar. Sri Dwaipayanachar attained mukthi 

on 27.1.2005. Afterwards as per his instructions to Smt Savitribai his great brass 

brindavanam was shifted to Shahabad Sri Raghavendraswamy Mutt. He was founder of 

that mutt. Just like Mantralayam, this mutt was also graced by the huge donation of Shri 

Mallappashinde for building construction. The brindadvana glitters even now as if it is a new 

one though more than 70 years old and shastroktha prathistapana was done for this 

brindavana also at Shahabad mutt. The greatness of Shahabad mutt is that one crore 

Raghavendranama japa was accomplished in this mutt premises. Recently Smt Savitri garu 

from New Zeland rang up to me and to my friend Sri Nagarajarao and told us that Sri 

Dwaipayanachar instructed her that myself and Sri Nagarajarao should go to Sri 

Raghavendra Swamy temple at Shahabad (Karnataka State). Then we went to Shahabad 

on 23.11.2006. She told me that Sri Dwaipayanachar gave her message that we should go 

to Shahabad and put up there in the temple for one night. Accordingly first we went to Sri 

Dwaipayanacharâ€ ™s house in Hyderabad at Kachiguda and Sri Raghavendra swamy 

â€ ™s portrait was decorated with garlands. While we were reciting Sri Raghavendra 

Swamy Sthothram we found that the garland which was decorated to the portrait of Sri 

Raghavendra Swamy was thrown aside at a distance of 2 feet away from the portrait as if 

some body threw it forcefully. This is a great miracle which says the presence of Sri 

Raghavendra Swamy where Sri Dwaipayanachar did puja to Sri Rayarujiâ€ ™s Brindavan 

for 65 years and also Sri Dwaipayanacharâ€ ™s presence. This tells us the complete 

Sanctity and sannidhana of his house (his house in the heart of the city, valuing Rs. 30 

lakhs was donated by him to Shahabad mutt itself after his salvation). Then later we went to 



Shahabad and we had nice darshan of Sri Raghavendra Swamy Brindavan and also the 

Brindavan to which Sri Dwaipayanachar did seva for 65 years. We were put up in the 

temple for that night and we slept.  Smt Savitri garu was contacting us over telephone 

through out our yathra to Shahabad and enquired us several times. She also told me that 

we will have miracles in the temple. In Shahabad after having darshan I went to bed and in 

that night I had a nice dream that I was chanting Om Sri Raghavendraya namaha . While I 

was chanting Om Sri Raghavendraya namaha, each namasmarana was converted into a 

red rose. And after some time each rose emerging out of Om Sri Raghavendraya namaha 

had formed a red rose garland and afterwards the garland was decorated to Rayarâ€ ™s 

photo. Before closing I will quote here another miracle of Sri Rayaruji. Before going to the 

Yatraa to Shahabad and to Sri Dwaipayanacharâ€ ™s house I had a dream in the second 

week of November 2006, in the early hours that I had a darshan of 5 Brindavanas of Sri 

Raghavendra Swamy. But I could not understandthe inner meaning in it. With the 

permission of Sri Raghavendra Swamy I amvery glad to inform you that the dream has 

become true in my Yatra. 

The 5 Brindavanas which I could see after the dream are as follows.: 

 
1. The Beautiful Mrithika Brindavana of Sri Rayaruji at Ramakrishnapuram Mutt in 

Hyderabad. 

2. The Mrithika Brindavanam in Lingampalli Math at Hyderabad. 

 
3. The Mrithika Brindavanam of Sri Raghavendra Swamy at Shahabad, 

 
4. The Mrithika Brindavanam to which a great soul ie., Sri 

 
Dwaipayanachar did pooja and seva for 65 years (at Shahabad now) and 

 
5. The MOOLA BRINDAVANAM at Mantralayam. 



But I regret very much for not being able to meet that great soul, Sri 

Dwaipayanachar before he attained mukthi. However I am very happy for having darshan 

of his house at Kachiguda in Hyderabad and also for getting introduced to Smt Savitri 

Amma who is a great Sishya of Sri Dwaipayanachar and who is contacting and guiding us 

about Sri Raghavendra Swamy , over phone on every Thursday. My Namaskarams to you 

with a request for putting this miracle in the web site of www.gururaghavendra.org of Sri 

Raghavendra swamy who also blessed me in my dream with the words â€ œNEEKU 

JEEVAM POTHE NENU JEEVAMU POSTHANUâ€ □. Really I feel that it is a 

punarjanma for me with the blessings of Sri Raghavendra Swamy. I express my 

Namaskarams to you and to your whole team assisting in spreading the miracles of Sri 

Raghavendra Swamy. I join my friend in wishing you all SUCCESS in your noble effort in 

the propagation of Sri Raghavendra nama. 

Yours sincerely, 

P.Srinivasarao 

I will not forget the day Lord Sri Ragavendra was with us. Myself and my wife 

was totally upset as we had landed into big trouble due to finance problem. We came to 

Mantralayam to kneel before Lord Sri Ragavendra and pray for His grace. When we 

reached Mantraylayam I had asked my wife to wait near Sri Manchalamman temple and I 

went to Office to check for the room. The moment I returned we noticed that my newly 

purchased spectacles was lost and without spectacles I could not manage. Sender: owner- 

infoall@gururaghavendra1.org Precedence: bulk Reply-To: p k prabait@yahoo.co.in 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
HARE SREENIVASA! HARI SARVOTHAMA!! VAYOO JEVOTHAMA!! 

MOOLA RAMO VIJAYATHE!! GURURAJO VIJAYATHE!! 

http://www.gururaghavendra.org/
mailto:infoall@gururaghavendra1.org
mailto:prabait@yahoo.co.in


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
OM SRI RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA! We both felt very much as some sort of 

apasagunam had happened that time. With great sorrow we returned home and was 

brooding over the situation. At 4 pm in the evening Myself, my wife and her aunty was 

walking towards Thungabadra to make ourselves ready to commence the seva. You believe 

us or not a great miracle was happened that time. There was an announcement from the 

devasthanam office that one spectacles was available in the office and the owner of the 

spectacle can come and take the pouch. The announcement was only from the mike where 

we were going. Immediately I rushed and checked with office. I was told that just now one 

lady (later I found that lady was the sister of the famous eye doctor Dr. Badrinath in 

Chennai) had taken the pouch claiming that it was her pouch. Again we cried Oh, sri 

Ragavendra "edu enu sodhane, yaka navaghe ee kashta" (why are we being tested) We 

returned from the office with sorrow. At that time, one lady was returning with a pouch(the 

pouch which belongs to me)informing the office that it was not her pouch. The office people 

immediately called me and gave the pouch to me. Here we have to see, that pouch might 

not be worthy or valuable one. But the feelings and sentimements we had that day only had 

infinite value. Now you tell me who had done this miracle. Is it not Sri Gurugalu? From the 

day onwards myself and my wife are always keeping Sri Gurugalu in our heart. We are 

sure that Sri Gurugalu only be with us alwyas throughout our life. Hence in this Kaliyuga Sri 

Gurugalu will be in everyone's house if they believe him whole heartedly. Om sri 

Ragavendraya namaha 

PRABHAKAR 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
I am PrasannaKumar from Coimbatore. I hail from a moderate madhwa 

family. The miracles we read tell us that we are still in the safe hands of Shri Guru 

Raghavendra Swami. I would like to share a miracle which happened to my father when he 



was around 5 yrs old. My great grandfather was a car driver to Alagappa Chettiar, one of 

the few crorepathies way back in the 50s. Even though he was a car driver, my great 

grandpa was held in high respect and dignity just because he was a brahmin and he was 

provided a big house with 3 wells, cattle, etc. My great grandfather used to perform the 3- 

day gurugalu aradhana in a grand way and all the financial support was from the chettiar 

family. Because once chettiar was sufferring from a sudden life-threatening illness and he 

was lost hope by all doctors. My great grandfather suggested he pray Sri Raghavendra 

Swamy that he will visit Mantralayam; and within a very short time, his illness was cured and 

they went to Mantralayam by car all the way from Karaikudi (which would take approx 1-day 

travel nowadays).  And the beauty is, the chettiar wanted to offer something and decided 

to donate a silver chariot. The silver chariot which is now in Mantralayam was donated by 

the chettiar. So comes the fact how Chettiar had the affinity towards Sri Raghavendra 

Swamy and why without any second thought he donated liberally for the cause of 

Gurugalu aradhana. At that time, my father was 5 years old. Normally, during those days 

there used to be dozens of people for the aradhana and prashada lunch and they used to 

close the main gate before they start the lunch.  During that time, suddenly there was a 

door knock and my father, then a small boy, was asked to see who knocked the door. My 

father ran and opened the door, saw an old white man with a long beard. When my father 

asked what he wanted, the old man replied that he is coming a long way and he was very 

hungry and wanted some food. My father, thinking that he is a begger and frustrated by 

doing all work he was directed, told there is no lunch available.  He closed the door, went 

to his grandma and told the matter. She scolder for his behavior, went and opened the 

door. The old man was still standing there; she apologized and invited him to have lunch. 

He also had lunch and slept there and my father was directed to serve him by pressing his 

feet. My father also did that and after some time went to sleep. By about late afternoon 

when my grandma woke up to offer coffee, the old man was not there. The surprise was, 

the door was locked inside but the old man vanished! She inquired with all the people 

there and no one opened the door or saw him going out. She took it lightly thinking that 



somehow he would have left.  But it was actually Sri Raghavendra Swamy who had come 

in person and had the lunch. He appeared the same night in my great grandma's dream 

saying that he was fully satisfied with the aradhana she had been performing all the years 

and blessed the family. It is a great 'punya' that my father, knowingly or unknowingly has 

offered seva to Gurugalu by pressing his lotus feet and I do not know how many people will 

have this rarest of opportunities?!! 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
Hare Srinivasa, 

 
I request you to publish the same in the website. 

 
Yellarigu nanna Namaskara, I don't know where to start but I have lot of 

experiences in my life. 1. I have cleared my CA Inter & ICWA Final 3rd Stage through the 

grace of Sri Rayaru. 

2. Iam staying in India only because of Rayaru grace. I have got an offer from Dubai for a 

Good Company on 11th of Dec 2006. If I go to Dubai atleast I need to postpone my 

marriage for 21/2 ears as my parents were insisting the same from past 10 months. But 

one good thing which I did was I attended an interview on 7th of October 2006 and the 

Company is IBM. Also I prayed Rayaru to get me the IBM job. But I had an offer from 

Dubai based company as I already mentioned. I have not recd an intimation from IBM till 

28th of Dec 2006 though I attended further rounds for the same (IBM). On 28th Dec 2006 at 

around 10 00 pm in the night I got a call from my present manager that you are selected 

and you will receive the offer letter from HR. This has happened only because of Rayaru. 

On that day at around 6 45 pm I went to Chennamakere Rayaru Mutt In Bangalore for 

Darshan. Normally I will do Pradakshina and come back and I will not wait till 

Mangalaharathi. But  on that day Swasthi started half an hour before and I need to stay 



there for almost one and half an hour there and then had Mangalaharathi, Theertha and I 

went back to home at around 8 15 pm. One more very interesting thing here is 

next day I have Examination of ICWAI Final Strategic Tax Management which I thought 

that I cannot pass in that paper and I need to write the same in June Exam. But because of 

Rayaru grace next day I wrote the exam very confidently and I got 52 marks out of 100 

through which I cleared ICWA Exam Final Stage 3 by getting a total of 202 out of 400 which 

is not possible without Rayaru. I joined IBM on 4th of January' 2007 which is again 

Thursday in Bangalore and now Iam working as Team Lead F & A. 

3. Within two months of joining IBM I have seen a girl in Adoni and it is finalised now and I 

will be getting married on July 5th in Adoni which is Thursday. 

4. I never had a problem for food in Bangalore only because of Rayaru grace from past 10 

years. 

5. Smarane madidare saku namma kanmunde nilluva gurugalu Rayaru. Avare nanna 

jeevanada hejje hejje nallo iruvavaru. Avaranu nanu unnuthiruva prathi thuthigu 

nenisikollabeku. Without Rayaru imagining life is also very difficult for me. 

Nambi kettavarillavo ee gurugala nambade keduvurunto. 

 
NJRV Girish Kumar 

njrvgirishkumar@yahoo.co.in 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
Dear All, 

 
I am Ambica.Josyula.I am working in Infosys Technologies Limited.This is my 

second mail.Raghavendra Swamy showered his blessings in the form of a miracle once 

again. I had previously posted a miracle regarding my job conformation.Due to swamy's 

mailto:njrvgirishkumar@yahoo.co.in


Kripa Drishti i successfully cleared all of my exams in the company. Now i got posting to 

Hyderabad and i am very happy.Swamy is always with me and whenever i have any 

problem i pray to him and that gets resoved soon. Today one of my friends received a mail 

regarding salary hike.But unfortunately i didnt receive any mail. Also some body said that 

hike is given to people who got good marks in their exams!!!As written in my previous mail 

due to some personal problem i was'nt  able to write one of the main exams well which 

gave an impact in my overall performance. So,i lost hopes and felt bad!!!I cried and i 

remembered Raghavendra Swamy at that time.I prayed to swamy and said"Swamy!!You 

alone gave me this job and made me clear through exams!!Then why is this much of 

difference between salaries of emplyees of same company and same batch?You know my 

strength and my weakness.You alone know my problems and the neccessity of money!! 

Please give me also a hike so that i will definetly come to Mantralayam and worship 

you!!!!" When i was crying like this one of my friend understood my situation and kept 

swamy's idol in my bag.I saw that after some time and sooner i got a mail that even i 

received a hike in my salary!!! I felt very happy for swamy's miracle!!!!!!!!!HE is there with 

us and help us whenever we are in need of HIM.. 

OM SRI RAGHAVENDRA SWAMY NAMAHA 

 
Regards, 

Ambica.Josyula 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
Namaskar to all the devotees. So far my great Rayar devotee friend one Mr. 

P. Srinivasa Rao of Kurnool's experiences of miracles of Rayar and Rayar's cure for his 

health problems and based on his earnest wish, Rayar offering him contact with Smt Savitri 

Bai of New Zealand---a staunch devotee of Rayar etc. were forwarded for the information of 

the devotees.  Now as per the  instructions of Rayar  received throuigh the same Smt. 



Savitri Bai avaru, I am briefly giving hereunder my experiences of Rayar's miracles: I am a 

desastha (south) marathi speaking Madhwa brahmin. I was leading an ordinary life with 

performing just sandhya vandana. No devara pooja.  After getting own house in 1986 

only, started minimum saligrama abhisheka as advised by one Acharya. In 1992 I got 

transferred to Visakhapatnam from Hyderabad. My family was not shifted since my wife is 

working woman. Along with me another colleague also got transferred to same place. We 

were in Steel plant township. His name is Sudheendra rao, a madhwa. We both stayed 

together. He got some devaranama cassettes. So slowly devaranama started falling in 

my ears. After three months at Vizag, we both decided to perform weekly 108 pradakshinas 

to Rayar brindavan located in the Vizag city because in Vizag mutt printed sheets giving 

numbers 1 to 108 are available and many devotees offer pradakshinas using this. Our 

intention was with a selfish view to get ourselves transferred back to Hyderabad. 

He came back in May 1993 and myself in November 1993. But the 108 pradakshinas 

continued to be performed by me in Ramanthapur mutt at Hyderabad--8 kms. away from 

my residence. I was earnestly praying Rayar whether he cant come nearer to our house. 

After a year, in November 1994 what a miracle! A pamphlet was served to all and my wife 

got the same while travelling by bus. It indicated that a mutt is proposed in 

Ramakrishnapuram (same area where I live) appealing for donations from the devotees. 

My joy knew no bounds. One thursday I went in search of the building acquired by the 

Trust. The founder of the Poorna Prajna Ashtottara Bhajana Mandali Sri Badrinath was 

alone with family and started evening Bhajans according to taratamya. When Rayar's 

portion came, he asked me whether I can sing. Already I was familiar with 'Rogaharane' 

pada and I dont know which force entered my body. I sang that song in full tension though 

none was there except Badrinath! In my life time I never sang since I am not a singer, but 

the force enabled me that day to start singing (just like nursery school children).  During 

the gap of one year period stated above, my father already acquired by post the Chennai 

Nanganallur Rayar Mutt's wonderful publication of Dasara padagalu. This I carried to mutt 



everyday and familiarised myself with taratamya bhajane and vairagya padagalu for 

ekadasi day. In those days only Rayar photo was there and everyday in the morning 

nirmalya pooja to sudarsana saligrama was going on with kallusakkare neivedya. But we 

received Rayar's message from someone that at least fruit should be offered. This was 

carried out. As Sri Srinivasa Rao pointed out, when Rayar's aradhana festival was due in 

1995, just one day before, one Smt Savitribai came and offered silver brindavana to our 

Ramakrishnapuram mutt! On that day a big shock awaited me. She enquired who is Ravi 

and said Rayar is very much satisfied with his seva to mutt. When I heard this after 

introduced to her by another devotee, I was in tears. I carried out just instructions on fruit 

neivedya daily and attended in the evening along with others and actively participated in all 

the celebrations like Ugadi, Rama navami, Dasara, etc. The very fact that the karuna 

kataksha of Rayar fell on me left me shuddering in fear whether I deserve at all. I said it 

may be some other fellow, but Savitri amma said : no its yourself only. On that day I had 

sleepless night with tears rolling continuously! That was the starting point for sadhana 

marga. The silver brindavana, how Savitri amma brought etc. is already known to you, as 

written by Srinivasa rao. Leaving aside all other ardent devotees, Rayar, through Savitri 

amma passed many instructions for the mutt. Srinivasa kalyanam discourse was arranged. 

Uththana dwadasi was performed in a befitting manner. Dwadasi parani was arranged. All 

these before Prathistapana itself.  Smt Savitri amma was introduced to another great guru 

Sri Tuppasakri Dwaipayanachar. His every drop of blood speaks of Rayar and Narasimha 

devaru. In his own house he had a brindavana and performed pooja to this brass 

brindavana for 65 years. During the beginning of 1996 as advised by Savitri amma, myself 

and one Mr. Raghavendra rao of our mutt went in search of Dwaipayanachar' house. We 

located and he was sitting in easy chair. A tall and lean personality with perfect angara 

akshate on his forehead. Looked like a mahayogi! We discussed that our mutt's 

prathistapana has been getting postponed every year and asked for parihara. The first 

question asked by him is: Are you doing parayana of ashtottara fully? We were shocked. 

We the bhajana mandali members were doing parayana 7 times and only during first and 



last time fully and 2nd to 6th time, leaving phalashruti did parayana up to "mamagna 

roopam sada" only. How he came to know? He advised that it should be full parayana all 

the times upto sakshi Hayastotrrahi and asked us to offer hastodaka on thursdays with just 

anna, payasa and saru. We started compliance. On the day we met the Acharya, in the 

night I had a dream in which he was sitting in the same easychair. By his side, a small lion 

standing!. And I ask him whether the lion will bite. He says: no. What a wonderful proof 

that Lord Narasimha is in his house! Natural. When Rayar is there, Lord Narasimha also 

is there. Rayar used to give so many instrucutions for our mutt. We didnt reveal the same 

to anyone, but simply carried out. Sri Rama devara vrata was carried out for five thursdaya 

andfive sundays as per instructions of Rayar. On the final day, Lord Narasimha danced 

with ecstasy is the message from Dwaipayanachar! Once again we were asked to 

conduct Sri Rama devara vrata for another 5 sundays. This was also carried out.  At last 

on Rama navami day itself on silver brindavana of our mutt, mrittika was filled by the 

greatest saint Sri Bhandarkere Vidya Manya teertharu at Lingampally mutt. Later on 

mrittika was brought by the devotees from Mantralaya on foot up to Hyderabad and kept in 

Barkatpura rayar mutt. Prathistapana got postponed due to availability of adjacent land 

behind the mutt premises. Through interest free borrowings, our Secretary Sri Sethu 

Madhava rao nicely managed to acquire the plot. From Road No.1, the mutt address 

became Road NO. 2. Under the karakamala of Sri Sri 108 Sri Sushameendra swamy 

sripadaru, prathistapana took place in February 1999 with grandeur. All the events right 

from the formation of Bhajana mandali to prathistapana indicates Rayar's hand in every 

step of the Mandali. In the meanwhile, Savitri amma stated that Lord Mukhyaprana has 

been visiting our house and stood for whole night beside Plantain tree at the backside 

portion. Dwaipayanacharya also confirmed and asked us to instal one small idol. The 

shila idol was got made and consecrated in Acharya's house itself for three days and then 

brought and installed simply. Daily pooja is going on. Later we were told that Sri Rayar 

named it :Sankataharana Hanuman! After few days Acharya said that Saint Vadiraja 

named it Sanjeevamurthy. So we call our Hanuman as Sankataharana Sanjeeva murthy 



now. Acharya said except myself and my son,none should be allowed to touch. In our 

absence, when we were worried, Smt Savitribai said: dont worry, sakshat Rayar is 

performing pooja. Some people ridiculed me for keeping idol in the house and blindly 

following whatever is said. But Savitri amma every year comes to Hyderabad from New 

Zealand and when she stayed in our house for just a few days had practically seen the 

presence of Mukhyaprana touching her with tail in the night during sleep. Also through out 

the house in different size from small to big, Hanumanji is roaming is her message. Also 

from nearby Venkataramana gudi, Lord Srinivasa and Lakshmi come by Ratha early 

morning and ask for report from Hanumanji about our house! Dwaipayanachar also was 

able to see Lord Narasimha lying down on the top of our roof! Savitriji confirmed when she 

came to our house. Madhwa matha, Hari Vayu Gurugala presence they showed. 

Dwaipayanachar, though physically not available since reached Haripada in Jan. 2005, 

has been guiding us through Savitrigaru always in getting Rayar's blessings. My son 

passed CA and my daughter is doing house surgeon MBBS now. All due to Rayar's 

blessings through Acharya. His entire life was dedicated to solving the loukika samasyas 

of devotees by extending Rayar's grace and blessings. He seriously objected if anyone 

offered money and asked them to offer yathashakthi seva in nearby Lingampally Rayar 

mutt. I am very glad that myself and my wife were attached to Dwaipayanachar and his 

wife the dedicated Smt Ganga Bai for 10 years by Rayaru. They were childless and we 

became their children. They are my second parents. He dedicated his entire house 

valuing Rs. 30 lakhs to Shahabad Rayar mutt now. With all the silver articles in his house, 

a very big Harivana was made and offered to Shahabad mutta along with two big silver 

deepa sthambas. The article will be very lengthy if his services and blessings to several 

devotees are written. Right from Rayar, all the saints and all gods and goddesses spoke 

through him. That is the wonder. At every pilgrim centre, when we visited, every moment 

was known to him by sitting in his house just like Sanjaya in Mahabharatha! That is his 

greatness and life long service to Hari, Vayu Gurugalu. A separate book on his life I am 

attempting. The following few pieces of advice from him will be interesting: 



1. In kaliyuga, brahmana anna santarpana very important. 

 
2. Give dakshina according to ur capacity 

 
3. For all our sufferings, prarabdha karma is responsible. Chant Om Kam Kapilaya Namaha 

24 hours except during toilet. 

4 Never leave Rayar's paada. Rayara ashtottara bidabeda. 

 
5. Dont be after money, but spend carefully. 

 
6. Ashtakshari mantra "Om Shri Raghavendraya Namaha Om" is very important. 

 
He spoke of greatness of Madhwa matha but never hated any others. Always chanted 

Rayara japa. He brought Lord Narasimha to our house, he brought Lord Hanuman to our 

house. He sent Rajadiraja Gurusarvabhouma to our house.  And a wonderful mutt nearer 

to my residence came. What else is required? It is 100% the grace of Gurusarvabhoumaru 

that the life of myself and my family members got transformed. Do we require big bank 

balance and real estate property? No please. When Rayaru is praised "Nee karuna sindhi 

baro saaka bekayya bandu, Srikara srida vithalanna toru baaro" a simple life like my 

Gurus is enough. The path shown by Rayaru will be followed till this life ends. Since 

myself and my wife will not be able to bear his leaving for Haripada, he didnt reveal this to 

me and my wife, but all others were told in advance. His most dedicated wife, constantly 

desiring to join him after his departure, also succeeded and left this mortal world in March 

2006. Both left this world on Thursday! Both left on Krishnapaksha dwitheeya just like Sri 

Raghavendra aradhana, but in different months, Acharya in Pushya and his wife in 

Phalguna. What a great souls!!! 

Ravi 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 



Dear Friends, 

 
I would like to share another of my expiriences concerning Shri Rayaru. 

 
I have not made much effort to memorise Shlokas and Stotras though I read it 

from the books when ever I feel like. However, after I had this vision of Rayaru in my 

dream, I wanted to learn the Astothara of Rayaru.I am holding a job and with a family to look 

after, finding time for myself and my interests needs some effort!! I was feeling depressed 

at the thought that I will never make time to learn and remember rayaru's ashtothara. 

Strangely I had a dream again, where the mangalarathi is being offered in front of the 

Brindavana by the achar (the mutt where I visit regularly) and I am reciting the astothara 

and going around ---for the Pradakshina. I remember being amazed at the fact that I knew 

the ashtothara and immediately woke up, stunned. Soon after,I happened to find a CD of 

the Ashtohara and much to my amazement, learnt it mostly by hearing and that too in a 

very short period. I am still amazed at the speed with which I picked it up ( as I have been 

reciting some shlokas for quite a while and still haven't been able to do way with the 

books!!) and attribute it solely to our Rayaru's mercy. I am grateful to this kind Saint and 

hope to be worthy of his grace always . I find that among all the graceful blessings God 

has bestowed upon me, giving me the awareness of Rayaru has been the best treasure I 

would never like to part with. 

Om Shri Raghavendraya namaha 

Krishnarpanamasthu. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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finding time for myself and my interests needs some effort!! I was feeling depressed at the 

thought that I will never make time to learn and remember rayaru's ashtothara. Strangely I 

had a dream again, where the mangalarathi is being offered in front of the Brindavana by 

the achar (the mutt where I visit regularly) and I am reciting the astothara and going 

around ---for the Pradakshina. I remember being amazed at the fact that I knew the 

ashtothara and immediately woke up, stunned. Soon after,I happened to find a CD of the 

Ashtohara and much to my amazement, learnt it mostly by hearing and that too in a very 

short period. I am still amazed at the speed with which I picked it up ( as I have been 

reciting some shlokas for quite a while and still haven't been able to do away with the 
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hope to be worthy of his grace always . I find that among all the graceful blessings God 

has bestowed upon me, giving me the awareness of Rayaru has been the best treasure I 
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Om Shri Raghavendraya namaha 

Krishnarpanamasthu. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
I had to leave to US for a short term and I was on the verge of purchasing a 

land in Bangalore. I would not be in India for registration and I gave General Power of 

Attorney to my wife for registration. After I reached US problems started, interest rates 

rose, the bank and the developer both delayed the registration and finally the land 

registration price went up. Worse was to come , the bank said they cannot sanction 11.6 

lakhs which we wanted (the remaining amount was paid by us) and they would sanction 

less. This would hit us badly, we had no option but to give up. My father in law said he 



could help upto 50-60 thousand. I started praying Guru Raghavendra daily and through 

him MukhyaPrana and LakshmiNarasimha, MoolaRama and Udupi Krishna.I kept writing 

OM SRI RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA daily. 

Finally on Narasimha Jayanthi day I got confirmation that 11 lakhs got 

sanctioned and my Father in law gave 60 thousand. I will be repaying back from my 

earnings which is by the grace of Rayaru who has given me this opportunity to earn. It is 

only divine intervention that has helped me. They say the best way to serve Rayaru and 

SriHari is by bhakthi and jnana. I am planning to devote more and more time to learn more 

about madhva mata, Rayaru's parimala.Only Rayaru and SriHari can give me the 

knowledge , wisdom and strength to do this. I have also vowed to do urulu seve at 

Mantralaya. Trust Rayaru he is with us. He will definitely help. Why to fear when he is 

here? 

Regards 

Ravikiran 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
Let me start by saying 'OM SRI RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA 

 
OM', this is one thing gives me a smile on my face.My family on both sides are strong 

devotees of Gururaja. For me any thing to start should happen only on Thrusday, i believe 

that everything, you do on Thursdays will be good, irrespective of thidhi. As rightly pointed 

out in this forum, the miracles I and my family experienced of rayaru are so many that in a 

nut shell, every day is miracle and without his blessings, we are no where. I wanted to 

share a miracle just happened last week. Me,my wife and son went to Ottawa, Canada for 

US immigration VISA stamping from Virginia. Our interview was scheduled on Thrusday at 

10am and we are in Consulate, there was one officer at window 1, where she was literally 

making tough for people to approve the visa. My son was telling me, dad if we are going to 



counter 1, we need to face the same music, but here is the miracle, i was called to window 

1 and we went there, she was smiling at us and all she sked was to submit 140 approval 

notice and that is all, we are surprised that it went so smooth. She asked us to collect the 

PP the next day at 3pm. The next day by 3pm we were there and the security officer said 

that he dont have our PP yet, this worried us a lot, as not sure what was the reason, 

whether our visa was rejected or what.. so after 30mts he called us and told that there was 

an issue with the computer and we should be getting the PP soon. After waiting for 

45mts,we got our PP back, with VISA stamped, however to our surprise, there was a 

mistake in my sons' visa, so when asked at the security about the mistake, he just said that 

is not a roblem, so dont worry, but my wife instited that i need to speak to the officer, so 

finally the security officer allowed to speak to the officer. We have expalined to her the 

mistake, she said she will need to check whether the mistake can be corrected staright 

away or needs to be sent to DC, here is the miracle, another officer, came by and said that 

this can be done here itself. If not for the other officer, we are not sure, we would have got 

the visa corrected same day.. What else you can call this, MIRACLE and who else other 

than RAYARU can help us.. There is always a great sense of pleasure and happiness if 

you utter the word ''OM SRI AGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA OM', please do this everday and 

do it with utmost devotion. This nly brings us happiness. I thank the web master for the 

great service, he is Providing us, by reading the miracles of Rayaru. 

Thanks 

Krishna 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
Let me share my experience about my reciept of the Job Offer I recieved at 

World's No.1 Software Company during May 2007 time-frame. There have been many 

applicants for this company and generally there have been disappointments for many in 

the World to make it to this company. Sender: owner-infoall@gururaghavendra1.org 

mailto:owner-infoall@gururaghavendra1.org


Precedence: bulk Reply-To: srikanth_kanadam@eth.net I did recieve an interview call 

from this company , and initially did successfully well. Then I did complete five techno- 

functional rounds of interviews. The final round was the most crucial as it was Make-or- 

Break to the company and twas scheduled on Thursday with Group Director , who is 

ultimate decision maker. I did pray for an brief period on the Web site of 

Gururaghavendra.org and the listened to the shlokas , which made me build-up with 

confidence and energy.  Previous night on wednesday I lost sleep at 3am and was unable 

to sleep due to these mental tensions , when I came into the interview room at 10.30am, 

the interviewer gave me an tough time by posing strategic questions , I felt I was not the 

deserving candidate inspite of the best possible answers. After I came out of the 

discussion room after 11.30am, I had to believe that Lord Raghavendra has not kept up his 

promise, disappointment of dejection of offer could make an dent in my heart, which would 

be unbearable.  I sat in my room , awaiting for the sad news , that I would not get selected 

, I did send couple of SMS to the HR , however he did not have an answer as they had not 

taken an decission , this anxiety led to mental tensions. Then there was  this call at 

2.30pm , announcing my selection to the Company, and I was issued offer letters for me to 

join for the company. True to this day I believe , Guru Raghavendra has his own way of 

testing his believers , ultimately resulting in success story. Trust Lord Raghavendra and he 

shall answer your prayers..he knows when to allot to the petitions.. 

Thanks.. 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Thanks 

Krishna 



* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 
Hello , 

 
My Sister-in-law had applied for H1B for the current fiscal year. But due to 

the recent change in the process of issuing H1B (they randomly select the candidate 

through computer), she couldn't get it. She was very depressed. Meanwhile I prayed to 

Gururaya and read hanuman Chalisa 08 times with devoution. Meanwhile my brother's 

company had applied for Green Card to him and we had no hopes of getting anytime soon. 

By Sri Hari Vayu's grace and Gururaya's intervention my brother got the news that his GC 

status has become current and very soon my sister-in-law will be able to work.As 

everyone says Nambi Kettavarillavo Gurugala.. Gururaya never asks anything in return 

just our utmost devoution to Sri Hari. 

Thanks 

Sandhya 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
 

 
I would like to recount a miracle that took place recently. 

 
In May of 2005 I suddenly started having Seizures, (Fits, Convulsions as it is also known.) I 

was shocked as I don' t smoke, drink or do drugs, ( all three common causes for seizures, 

in some cases, as told by my doctor). I was in US then with only my wife and friends for 

company. I was admitted to the hospital for 5 days and upon discharge, was put on 

medication. One year passed uneventfully and then I had another seizure. By end of 2006, 

I started having frequent seizures in spite of the increase in my dosage .of medicine. At 

around Jan of 2007 I had to return to India as my project got over. I wanted to stay back in 

the US and was wondering why Rayuru was sending me back. I prayed to Rayuru 

everyday asking him to keep me there itself. Finally the day arrived when we had to return. 



I was very disappointed. Now I know why he brought me back. If Rayuru wants me to go 

back, he will as well arrange for that too. I have urrendered myself to him. Within 2 weeks 

of my coming to India, my right hand started to tremble and shake, with no control. 

Gradually I could not speak or write. No body could understand what I spoke. Immediately 

my wife fixed up an appointment with a specialist. She ordered an MRI of the brain and 

came to the conclusion that it was an infection on the left side surface of the brain and the 

infection was causing the seizures. I was told to immediately undergo a biopsy to confirm 

the same. Within another 2 weeks I underwent the 3 hrs rocedure. The doctors confirmed 

it was the infection and,now I am on medication. I will recover fully with medications over a 

period of 3-5 months. I was later on told that, had I been late by at least another 2 weeks, 

the infection would have spread inside the brain and irreparable damage would have been 

done. Rayuru' s miracle here was I was due to return around May, but it got pre-poned to 

Mar. I feel Rayuru wanted me to come back and get myself treated, that is why he got my 

trip pre-poned. One more thing, I would like to mention here is that, whenever I had the 

seizures, I was always sitting. That way Rayuru ensured that I did not hurt myself badly, had 

been standing or walking on the road. I know Rayuru called me back to India to have this 

operation and get myself treated. The last time I had the seizure was at home at about 2.30 

at night. According to the doctors if a person has seizures, after recovering from that, 

(seizures can last from 1 min the 5 mins) a family member is supposed to ask some general 

questions to ensure that he is in his senses. Accordingly my wife asked a lot of questions, 

like where was I, Where does my sister live, where does my brother live etc, and according 

to her for all the questions, I answered with “ OM SREE GURU RAGHAVENDRAYA 

NAMAH”  That I feel is Rayuru' s way of telling me that everything will be alright, and this 

is the last time you got the seizure. Trust in Rayuru and everything good will happen 

OM SHREE GURU RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAH 

 
Pramod 



* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

I am Prasanna Kumar from Coimbatore. I hail from a moderate madhwa 

family. The miracles e read tell us that we are still in the safe hands of Shri Guru 

Raghavendra Swami.  I would like to share a miracle, which happened to my father when 

he was around 5 yrs old. My great grandfather was a car driver to Alagappa Chettiar, one 

of the few crorepathies way back in the 50s. Even though he was a car driver, my great 

grandpa was held in high respect and dignity just because he was a Brahmin and he was 

provided a big house with 3 wells, cattle, etc. My great grandfather used to perform the 3- 

day gurugalu aradhana in a grand way and all the financial support was from the Chettiar 

family. Because once Chettiar was suffering from a sudden life-threatening illness and he 

was lost hope by all doctors. My great grandfather suggested he pray Sri Raghavendra 

Swamy that he will visit Mantralayam; and within a very short time, his illness was cured and 

they went to Mantralayam by car all the way from Karaikudi (which would take approx 1- 

day travel nowadays). And the beauty is, the Chettiar wanted to offer something and 

decided to donate a silver chariot. The Chettiar donated the silver chariot, which is now in 

Mantralayam. So comes the fact how Chettiar had the affinity towards Sri Raghavendra 

Swamy and why without any second thought he donated liberally for the cause of Gurugalu 

aradhana. At that time, my father was 5 years old. Normally, during those days there used 

to be dozens of people for the aradhana and prasada lunch and they used to close the main 

gate before they start the lunch. During that time, suddenly there was a door knock and my 

father, then a small boy, was asked to see who knocked the door. My father ran and 

opened the door, saw an old white man with a long beard. When my father asked what he 

wanted, the old man replied that he is coming a long way and he was very hungry and 

wanted some food. My father, thinking that he is a beggar and frustrated by doing all work 

he was directed, told there is no lunch available. He closed the door, went to his grandma 

and told the matter. She scolder for his behavior went and opened the door. The old man 

was still standing there; she apologized and invited him to have lunch. He also had lunch 

and slept there and my father was directed to serve him by pressing his feet.  My father 



also did that and after some time went to sleep. By about late afternoon when my grandma 

woke up to offer coffee, the old man was not there. The surprise was, the door was locked 

inside but the old man vanished! She inquired with all the people there and no one opened 

the door or saw him going out. She took it lightly thinking that somehow he would have left. 

But it was actually Sri Raghavendra Swamy who had come in person and had the lunch. 

He appeared the same night in my great grandma's dream saying that he was fully satisfied 

with the aradhana she had been performing all the years and blessed the family. It is a 

great 'punya' that my father, knowingly or unknowingly has offered seva to Gurugalu by 

pressing his lotus feet and I do not know how many people will have this rarest of 

opportunities! 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Dear devotees, 

With the blessings of Rayaru, I would like to share few miracles. 

1.  My sister's husband was having problem in getting job of his choice. He went 

to Rayaru's mutt and did pradakshinams. Within a month he was flooded with so many jobs 

and he had choice in choosing them. Now he is working for a top IT company with good pay 

and job satisfaction. 

2.  We had some important appointment last week. I chanted gurustotram as 

many times as possible. It was amazing we were blessed with more than what we asked. 

3.  One our neighbors met with an accident. He had two small kids. He is the 

only source for their family. He was in ICU and doctors gave up hope. I prayed Lord 

raghavendra to make him normal. I used to read daily gurustotram for his speedy recovery. 

Rayaru pulled him out of the deathbed. Now that person is completely recovered and going 

to work as usual. GURUSTOTRAM is really a wonderful Stotra. I experienced so many 

miracles by chanting this stotram. Chant with love and devotion and surrender to Rayaru 

sincerely. RAYARU is kalpavruksha. He will never let his children go  with empty hands. 

Om shree Raghavendraya namaha. 



 

 
4.  Dear Devotees, I have wanted to share my miracles for some time and kept 

postponing. I feel it is now the time to share some of the events of my life that are indeed 

miracles. This happened couple of years back, I was working in a firm in Philly for 12 years, 

not a great company but close to my house and despite the depressing situation at work 

with numerous lay-offs every so often, I managed to survive and continued to slog. At the 

same time I kept applying for positions elsewhere. Towards the middle of 2004 I started 

getting emails with Rayaru' s miracles. I was part of this mailing list as my brother from 

India who is a staunch devotee of Rayaru had added me to the list, without my knowledge. I 

was raised in India listening to Rayaru's greatness and Mahimas through my mother but did 

not fully comprehend much of what I heard. September of '04 the situation continued to go 

down hill at work, in short, it was intolerable. I turned towards Rayaru out of desperation as 

my kids were about to go to college and my husband had started working in a new 

environment and we felt very insecure. I used to eagerly await the Rayaru' s miracle emails 

for solace and then also received an email with "Sri Poornabodha Guru theertha," started to 

read it almost daily. October of '04 I quit my job without any other job prospects in hand, that 

was very unlike me to quit without any options. I sat in front of Rayaru' s picture and 

prayed hard. Within a week of my quitting I get a recruiter' s call and the following 

Thursday he set me up for an interview with one of the top banking firms in Delaware. It had 

to be Rayaru's doing, the interview went off smoothly and the job was tailor made for me, as 

I reached home I get a call to confirm that I was selected and should start working as of the 

following week!! Better pay and benefits and a great place to work all because of HIM. Not 

just that but I also received a sort of severance from the previous company though it was 

me that quit, the HR lady called after a few months to say that I had worked for so long and 

it was only fair I get a package. 

I didn' t even expect it, did not even dream of it. This also happened on a 

Thursday! Currently I continue to work at bank and enjoy my job, the commute is long but I 

don't care as I get to listen to Prathah Sankalpa Gadhya daily on my way to work. I am able 



to face any challenges that come my way, all I have to do is think of Rayaru for a moment 

and I am able to sail through the toughest of situations! 

Nambi Kettavarillavo, Gururaya ninna nambi kettavarillavo! 

In Service of Rayaru 

Vandana 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

My name is Roopa Vernekar, my mother tongue is Konkani but I' ve always 

prayed to Rayaru in Kannada. I dont know why I pray in Kannada, I have asked all my 

family members but they have told me that they pray in Konkani. The incident that I am 

going to narrate happened 8 years back when we had moved to Virginia and staying at a 

motel, I was supposed to attend an interview for my first job posting in the USA. I was pretty 

nervous and I prayed to Rayaru, If I get through the interview without any hitch, then I would 

write his namavali “ Om Sri Raghavendraya Namaha”  a few times everyday. The day of 

the interview arrived and I made it through without any problems and I started writing HIS 

namavali everyday. One night as I lay down in bed, I was thinking about my childhood days 

when my mom used to teach me how to read and write kannada, we had moved from 

Mumbai and I didn' t  know how to write kannada. I was very poor in this language and 

used to do lots of spelling mistakes and do poorly in tests. As I was thinking of all this, a 

thought flashed in my mind and I had a serious doubt that I had made a mistake while 

writing Sri Raghavendra Swamy' s namavali. I felt that I had not put a “ o” in kannada for 

Om. I was filled with remorse at the thought and felt pretty miserable and sad thinking 

Rayaru had helped me find a job and I couldn' t even write his namavali properly. I had 

completed around 3 pages and I decided I had to correct the mistake in every page the next 

day without fail. Soon I fell asleep and early in the morning I felt somebody waking me up, I 

felt like somebody was waking me up by slightly pushing me, the touch was not physical 

though and I heard a voice saying in kannada “ baredaddu sariyagiye ede” meaning what 

you have written is correct. I was thrilled at this experience. My heart was filled with 

happiness. It was around 5:15 in the morning. I woke up to check my note book and the 



namavali that I had written was correct I had written Om correctly after all. Sri Rayaru is a 

kind soul who listens to all of our prayers. Surrender to his lotus feet and all your miseries 

will be wiped away and all your wishes will be fulfilled. 

Regards, 

Roopa Vernekar. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Fortunately, I have been able to get a copy of the translation of the 

Raghavendra Stotra from my father, so I will be using that as a guide. In the previous 

posting, we left off with "devaalisevita paranghri payoja lagnaa". The next verse too can be 

interpreted as referring to either Ganga nadi (devatasarit) or Sri Raghavendra Swami's 

words (guru raghavendra vaak). "Jivesha bheda guNa pUrti jagatsusattva" Sri Raghavendra 

Swami, being a devotee of Sri Madhvacharya did a great service to humanity by taking the 

concepts in Dvaita Siddhanta and explaining it in a way the common man can understand 

(Sri Madhvacharya being Vaayu Deva himself writes on a very high, sophisticated level. It 

takes great scholars like Raghavendra Swami to bring it down to a level we can 

understand.) Some of the tenets in Dvaita Siddhanta are 

1) Jiva-Isha bheda. There is a distinction between Paramatma (the supreme soul--God) 

and Jiva (the individual soul). Paramatma is forever free from samsara, infinite with respect 

to space, time. He isperfection and contains no flaws (sarvaguNa sampUrNaH sarva dosha 

vivarjitaH). The jIva, that is, you and me, we are bound in this samsara; we don't realize that 

there is a greater force behind all that we see. We need Sri Hari's grace to achieve moksha, 

liberation from samsara. This eternal distinction between jIva & paramatma, even after 

moksha is one characteristic of Dvaita Siddhanta. 

2) GuNa purti --Some say that Paramatma is nirguNa, possesses no qualities. This is not 

Rayaru's hilosophy, nor is it Sri Madhva's. Paramatma is sarvaguNa sampurNa sarva dosha 

vivarjitaH. Dvaita scholars point out those texts, which describe paramatma as 'nirguNa' 

refer to the fact that he is not bound by the 3 guNa-s of prakriti--sattva, rajas, tamas. 



Narayana/ Paramatma certainly possesses qualities like benevolence, infinite knowledge, 

etc. Hence we should not say he is devoid of all attributes 

3) Jagat su sattva --The world is real according to Dvaita siddhanta--it is not merely an 

illusion like a rope mistaken for a snake. Why is this important? Because, it is in this world 

that we do good deeds, our sadhana. If it is simply illusory, what is the meaning for anything 

we do? Hence the emphasis on the reality of the world. 

4) Nica ucca bhava--Some say that there is "sarvamukti". Everyone gets mukti, liberation 

from samsara. Yet the Gita states clearly "Urdhvam gacchanti sattvastha, madhye tiShTanti 

raajasaH, jaghanya guNa VrttisthaH adho gacchanti tamasah"--Sattvic souls achieve 

moksha, rajasic souls forever experience the mix of happiness & sorrow, while tamasic 

souls, by doing evil acts, instead of achieving salvation, it is damnation they get in the end 

(one can think of it as a sort of eternal life imprisonment). Raghavendra Swami has written 

commentaries on the Bhagavad-Gita Gita and he too is of the same view--that there is a 

gradation. Not everyone achieves the same fate. 

So these and other tenets are compared in the shloka to "nakragaNa"--groups of crocodiles, 

which devour the arguments of his opponents, those who making wrong arguments 

(durvaadi), compared to sheep ("ajapati"). Why crocodiles devouring sheep? We see this 

from the Ganga nadi perspective-- 

Jivesha bheda: Here "Jiva-Isha" means the largest among the living creatures, such as 

elephants. Such large creatures are torn apart "bheda" by the crocodiles residing in the 

Ganga River. The crocodiles are "Jagat su sattva"--among the most powerful creatures in 

the world. The "nica uccha bhaava mukha"--means the lower & upper part of their mouth 

(jaws). These "nakra gana"--groups of crocodiles "gila" swallow even the lead sheep 

"ajapati". Here the "durvadi" refers to the terrifying sound that the sheep make while being 

devoured. It is quite a strong image that the stotra brings across, but one can appreciate 

how well the stotra is put together. The same words can be interpreted from 2 entirely 



different points of view. Such is the beauty of the Sanskrit language and the skill of the poet, 

Sri Appanacharya, of course through the grace of Rayaru. So after saying "May the words 

of Sri Raghavendra Swami, like the Ganga nadi, purify us", the rest of the Stotra, for the 

most part, has one meaning. You may already realize what some of it means: 

"Sri Raghavendra sakala pradaata"--Sri Raghavendra gives everything. To whom? 

 
"Svapaada, kanja dvaya, bhakti madbhyaH" --those who with bhakti=devotion, 

[worship=namanti] his 2 lotus feet. "Aghadri sambhedana drShti vajraH"--agha means sin. 

Aghadri is a mountain of sins. Like the way Indra's vajra (thunderbolt) destroys a mountain, 

a mere glimpse of Sri Raghavendra Swami destroys one's sins. It is important to point out 

that though Sri Raghavendra gives everything, it is only according to the wishes of Sri Hari. 

For example, once when 2 boys tried to play a prank on Raghavendra Swami--one boy 

pretending to be dead, the other boy approaches Rayaru and asks if he can revive his 

friend. Rayaru says he cannot. When the boy returns, he finds his friend has really died! No 

matter how much he pleads with Rayaru to revive his friend, Rayaru simply says that the 

boy's time has come. Nothing can be done. Two things to realize 1) When we try to play 

pranks or jokes on great yatis, they are not the ones who come to harm. We do. 2) 

Ultimately, the one who gives everything, as the Hari Dasaru's say "koDuvavanu neene, 

kombuvanu naanu"--Narayana is the ultimate giver. Raghavendra Swami is the medium 

through which we receive His blessings. In other words, we cannot forget about God and 

simply worship Rayaru. Neither will be pleased by that. "kshamaa surendro avatu mam 

sadaayam". Here "Kshama" doesn't mean forgiveness. It means the earth (From the 

Bhagavata, one of the "teachers" we can learn from is the earth--no matter how much we 

step on it, kick it, it is forgiving.). "Kshama surendro"—Raghavendra Swami is like a Lord 

Indra (the leader of the devata-s) here on earth. "Sada ayam avatu mam"--may he (Sri 

Raghavendra Swami, through the grace of Sri Vaayu, through the grace of Sri Narayana) 

always protect us. 



* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The Extract of Satsanga Speech. Date April 22nd.07.Sunday. 

Dear Devotees, 

Good Morning. It is my pleasure to participate in today' s Satsanga. I am thankful to 

Rajaraman and Rashmi, Deepak and Vani and Mr.& Mrs. Balaji Raghavendran and to all 

the esteemed members of the Satsanga, for inviting me to address in the Satsanga. When I 

think all about Satsanga, I feel and think that our most Sacred Mantralaya is landed in New 

Jersey. It is a special occasion of Akshayatrateeya. On Vaishaakha Shukla Panchami April 

22nd,At the Sanctum of Yergol the Tenth Pontiff of our Sri Sri Madacharya Parampara' s 

Yati Sri Ramachandra teertharu entered the Brindavana. The Guru of Sri Vibudhendra 

teertharu. The Holiness of Rayaru Mutt Sprinkled from Sri Vibudhendra teertharu. 

Today I wish to describe regarding: The Importance of Chaitra and Vaishakha 

MaasaThe Importance of Gandha Lepana on the eve of Akshayatraateya. The Sanctum of 

Mantralaya and the Utsavas of Sri Raghavendra Gurusarvabhoumaru. The Chaitra and 

Vaishaakha Maasa are the most Sacred Maasas. In this Vaishakha Maasa, We haveto 

Worship the Maasa Niyamaka Swami Madhusudana – Sri Hari – Sri ManNarayana with 

Tulasi. It is of great Punya. The meaning of Vaishakha is summer. Owing to the Summer 

Season certain norms of Offerings to God-Sri Hari – Vaayu – Guru will lead to the 

betterment – Siddhi – Praapti and finally Mukti. In Chaitra Vaishakha Ugadi- Sri Rama 

Navami – Hanuma Jayanti – Sri Narasimha Jayanti – Sri Vedavyasa Jayanti – Sri 

Ramanuja Jayanti and Koorma Jayanti the Festivals of Devotional Values have upheld the 

Welfare of Manukula. Offering the Naivedya of Wet Dal (Bele Kosambari) and Paanaka 

(Juice) to God and also offering to the Brahmins i.e. the Satvikas with Brahma Teja. By 

doing all this Sri Hari will be highly pleased. For this we call it as Vasanta Pooja. There is a 

saying Dharmo Rakshati Rakshitaha. Those who are on the right path – God will definitely 

help them. 



Dharma to hold, one who holds Dharma –  the real values, the real values of Dharma 

will definitely Protect and hold him good. So there are certain rules to follow in life regarding 

the Pooja – Vrata – Upavasa – Chaturmaasa etc. This is all for the attainment of Affection 

of Sri Hari –  Hari –  Vaayu – Guru. In accordance with these guidelines our Mantralaya Sri 

Raghavendra teertharu lead the life. Sitting in the Brindavana on the bank of Tungabhadra 

benefitting the crores and crores of Devotees of the Universe today. In the Vasanta Rutu the 

Nature will be glowing and pondering the joy and happiness despite the hot Sun and high 

temperature. Several important functions and celebrations will be during this Chaitra and 

Vaishakha. Performing the Pooja of Sri Hari with Gandha and Tulasi we will get Punya. 

Though we get – acquire very little Punya, Sri Hari will bestow us huge amount of Best 

Phalas – Best Results. The auspicious and the most Special Day is Akshayatrateeya. 

Vaishakha Shukla Trateeya i.e. the third day – is popular as Akshayatrateeya. Akshaya – 

never ending- always available in abundant. Whatever the good things – deeds we perform 

on this day will fetch the Affection and Blessings of Sri Hari. In Mantralaya our Rayaru Mutt 

celebrates Akshayatrateeya in a unique way. In Kumbhakonam, Nanjanagud and also in 

some of the important places where Mruttika Brindavanas are in the folds of Rayara Mutt 

they also celebrate. Gandha Lepana to the entire Brindavana of Sri Gurusarvabhoumaru in 

Mantralaya on this day of Akshayatrateeya. From the early morning only the Grinding i.e. 

rubbing the Sandalwood to the Saane Kallu will begin by a group of the staff of the Sri Mutt. 

Devotees also join to this Sacred Seva. Lot of Sandal oil, Kesara Pachakarpura and other 

high quality scents are added to the Gandha. The whole Sanctum will be full of fragrance. 

The Seva of extracting the Gandha is a thing to be seen. All will be chanting the Bichchale 

Sri Appanacharya' s Gurustotra with Great Devotion. Those who understand the meaning 

of Stotra will simply fall in the feet of Rayaru and they will be in the realm of the Miracles of 

Mantralaya Rayaru. In Sri Mutt there is always abundant stock of Sandalwood. Regarding 

the obtaining of the Sandalwood logs, I have already described in Mantralaya (57). Now 

briefly I will mention that incident. It was during the days of Sri Sujayeendrateertharu, that 

when the Swamiji started verifying the stocks of Rice, Sugar, Dal, Dry coconut, Sugar 



candy, Mantrakshatae, Sheshavastra etc., came to know that there was no sufficient stock 

of Sandalwood. 

The 300 Years Aradhana of Mantralaya Rayaru was fast approaching. Sri 

Sujayeendrateertharu worried and with intense Devotion Prayed before Rayaru for the 

Sandalwood. The same day Rayaru appeared in the dream of the Forest officer of Dandeli 

and asked him to supply enough quantity of Sandalwood logs to Mantralaya as it is needed. 

And also appeared in the dream of Swamiji, that within six days a truck load of Sandal wood 

logs will come to Mantralaya. As per the schedule of Rayaru the forest officer Deshpande 

reached Mantralaya and unloaded the Sandalwood logs in the Sri Mutt, took the Darshana 

of Rayaru. Sri Sujayeendrateertharu Blessed Deshpande with Phala Mantrakshatae, 

Parimala Prasada and Sheshavastra. The joy of Sri Sujayeendrateertharu cannot be 

described in words. How Rayaru made all the arrangements ! The Wordings of Geeta are 

True Ananyaschintayanto Maam Yae Janaaha Paryupaasatae Taeshaam 

Nityabhiyuktanaam Yogakshemam Vahaamyaham. Those who worship, believe and 

surrender to me I will always take care of them. 

Thus the Sri Mutt owned the stock of the Sandalwood. In Mantralaya the present pontiffs 

(Senior And Junior) Will breathe a sigh of relief and comfort, when there is the abundant 

stock of Rice, Dal, Sugar, Sugar candy, Dry coconuts, Mantrakshatae, Mruttika, Rayara 

Pata and Sheshavastra etc. All the grandeur and sublime are beyond the reach of one' s 

imagination. Looking towards all this our Hari Dasas have actually danced in Mantralaya 

with over joy and ecstasy of Devotion. 

By Gandha Lepana to Sri Hari – Vyau – Guru on this day of Akshayatrateeya we acquire 

lot of Punya Phala. In Mantralaya Gandha Lepana will be as below: 

Sri Praana Devaru in front of Rayaru Sri Raghavendra Gurusarvabhoumas Brindavana Sri 

Vadeendrateerthara Brindavana Sri Sudharmendrateerthara Brindavana Sri 

Suvrateendrateerthara  Brindavana  Sri  Suyameendrateerthara  Brindavana  Sri 



Sujayeendrateerthara Brindavana. So the Gandha Lepana will be to the whole Brindavana 

The main Alankara is only Sri Gandha Lepana. In Kumbhakonam Gandha Lepana to Sri 

Vijayeendrateerthara Brindavana. In Bhikshaalaya also Gandha Lepana to Ek Shila 

Brindavana. In Mantralaya Gandha Lepana to Rayaru is really worth seeing. The Archakas 

– hereditary Archakas Pooja – Alankara – Mangalarati and Mahamangalarati do with 

utmost Devotion, intense Sincerity and above all with affection and Purity. Whole day the 

Alankara of Akshayatrateeya will be Blessing the Devotees. I am fortunate to be in 

Mantralaya on this day of Akshayatrateeya for two times. The Gandha Lepana will impart 

cooling effect on this day of hot summer i.e. Vaishaakha. All the Devotees will receive 

Gandha- Akshatae - Angara at the time of Mahaprasada. Next day the Archakas will 

distribute the Gandha applied to the Brindavana as prasada to the Devotees. Such Gandha 

I have received in 1962 and 1966.I have still preserved with Devotion, feel that Rayaru is 

with us through this Gandha. Thus the Gandha Lepana is the special attraction of 

Akshayatrateeya in Vaishaakha Maasa. 

By seeing this Sacred Gandha our heart goes back to the days of Rayaru' s 

Poorvaashrama. Sri Venkatanatha-wife Saraswatamma and son Laxminarayana were 

leading the pious life, always remembering Sri Hari. Though Sri Venkatanatha experienced 

the dire poverty, never felt sorry, nor complained nor asked Sri Hari to remove the poverty. 

In one paksha i.e. in fifteen days Venkatanatha along with his wife and son used to observe 

four Ekadashis – never asked to Sri Hari for food. On the contrary performed the Pooja 

with great enthusiasm, Offered Patram Pushpam, Phalam, and Toyam with Devotion. Once 

it happened that Sri Venkatanatha went to a house where some function was going on! 

After seeing Venkatanatha, the Purohit of the house assigned Venkatanatha to extract the 

Sri Gandha and instructed that sufficient quantity of Gandha is to be extracted, as the 

people are more. Sri Venkatanatabhattaru went on rubbing and rubbing the Sandalwood to 

the Saane Kallu. At that time all the Mantras one by one Chanting was completed and 

started chanting the Agnisukta. At the same time again the Purohit came and threatened 



with loud voice this much is not sufficient, extract some more! Chanting the Agnisukta 

completed the work. The purohit distributed the Gandha to all the Brahmins., the Brahmins 

applied Gandha, their body started burning. All complained the same and looked at the 

purohit, the owner of the house asked purohit what is this? Purohit said I threatened 

Venkatabhattaru to extract more Gandha and at that time he was chanting Agnisukta. When 

Venkatabhattaru came to know this, felt extremely sorry, due to his chanting several 

Brahmins got the burning and hurt them. The kindest Sri Venkatanathabhattaru chanted 

Varunasukta holding the Gandha in his hand. When this was distributed everybody 

experienced the cool soothing effect. The owner of the house-Yajamana begs to pardon 

him. From that day onwards Sri Venkatanatha stopped going to such functions, as his 

Mantra Siddhi caused to hurt the Brahmins that too in the afternoon, before they were taking 

meals. It is very important to know that Sri Mantralaya Rayaru had Mantra Siddhi even in 

Poorvaashrama also. We can say that this is the First Miracle of Rayaru before he became 

the Swamiji. Sri Raghavendrateertharu put an end to Praeta Janma of Saraswatamma his 

Poorvaashrama wife and Bestowed Mukti. This is the First Miracle of Sri 

Raghavendrateertharu after taking the charge of the pontiff. The First Miracle after entering 

the Brindavana on the day of Shraavana Krishnapaksha Dwiteeya was to Bichchale Sri 

APPANACHARYA- by Completing the Gurustotra, after Keerti Digvidita Vibhutiratula- Sri 

Raghavendrateertharu Pronounced from Brindavana SAAKSHI HAYASTOTRAHI. 

Thus the Three First Miracles of Sri Raghavendrateertharu of Mantralaya are of great 

importance. The World will never forget these three incidents of Mantralaya Prabhu. Even 

though Rayaru had this Power Rayaru never used for his personal benefit. All the 

Tatvabhimani Gods were always responding to Sri Venkatantha. Even now when I see 

Gandha, this incident is always comes to my memory. That day he grinded a lot, today 

abundant Gandha Lepana to Rayaru not only to him but also to all those who are in 

Mantralaya on the day of Akshayatrateeya. So it is the most Sacred Festival in this 

Vaishaakha in Mantralaya. 



Coming to the Mantralaya Kshetra the abode of Sri Gururaya is full of Sanctity. When we 

pronounce Mantralaya our heart will blossom, our body will get Devotional and Emotional 

lightning feeling. There is a great power and source of inspiration in Mantralaya. Devotees 

who have Believed Rayaru firmly for them Mantralaya is Pratyaksha Kalpavraksha – 

Amaravati of Indra. To the patients Mantralaya is the cellar of Dhanvantari. Those who are 

in search and fond of Gnyana- Knowledge and Philosophy, for them Mantralaya is the 

University. To the homeless orphans Mantralaya is a great Shelter and will guide properly. 

Those who have done bad deeds in life, when repented, surrendered Mantralaya has wiped 

off and washed off cleanly- so we call Mantralaya as Pavitraalaya. Our Sri 

JagannathaDasaru author of Sri Harikathamruta Saara and Sahlada the brother of Sri 

Prahladarajaru has called Mantralaya as Mantra Niketana- House of Mantras. Mantralaya is 

situated on the bank of the Sacred Tungabhadra river, Taluka Adoni, District Kurnool, 

Andhra Pradesh (India). A Siddhi Place of several Sadhus and Sanyaasis. A Sanctum of all 

the Mantras Siddhi, A total sum of Punya is stranded in the black and the hard soil of 

Mantralaya. Always the Sun is bright and the temperature is high, thus burning the paapaas 

of all of us. Sweet Water Tungabhadra is quite healing and soothing. In Mantralaya the 

Anna Santarpane- serving sumptuous food to all the Devotees irrespective of Caste, Creed, 

Religion and Nation is to be carved in the Golden letters. 

When we say all about Mantralaya, the question arises, how is that? What is the secret 

behind? The answer is very simple in one sentence Sri Raghavendra Gurusarvabhoumaru 

.As our Karuna Samudra the Ocean of Mercy and Kindness Sri Raghavendrateertharu is 

alive in the Brindavana in Mantralaya. So it is the Sanctum of Miracles. Mantralaya is 

holding the Purna Kumbha of Punya to serve the needy and the desirous. For the Uddhaara 

of all of us. Rayaru is magnanimously and continuously distributing the Himalayan Punya to 

all of us. So, Mantralaya is attracting the Sajjanas like a magnet. 

Rayaru would have lived and walked along with us, by using his Punya. But never used, 

showed that super power for his sake. Obeyed the verdict of Sri Hari, respected the Manu 



Dharma. Sitting in the Brindavana Rayaru is doing the abundant and voluminous welfare to 

the Manukula. Devotees we are lucky to have Mantralaya, as it is a treasure of Punya and a 

strong fort to protect the Devotees. Owing to the Yaaga during Sri Prahladarajaru 

Mantralaya is the Siddhi place. The Eleventh Pontiff of our Sri Srimadacharya parampara, 

Our Sri Vibudhendrateertharu the Pioneer of our Rayara Mutt performed Tapasya in 

Mantralaya. 

Added to this the Paramaanugraha of Devi Manchalemma is to be remembered always. 

Manchalemma happily offered shelter to Rayaru to stay in Mantralaya. The Sacred Neela 

Bhavya Brindavana of Sri Raghavendrateertharu is the Central and the main attraction of 

the Devotees. All the Gods and Yatis are in Rayara Brindavana .By the Darshana of Rayaru 

in Mantralaya our heart simply throbs with Devotion, we forget the whole world, in the midst 

of joy, tears roll on our cheeks i.e. nothing but the Ananda Bhashpa. It is not possible to 

describe Mantralaya only with this much! Still there is abundant subject matter to be 

described. Our Aparoksha Gnyani Sri Vijaya Dasaru has sung in the padas: 

Kshitiyolagae Manchale Graamakke 

Prati Illa Yendenisikombodu 

Nodide Gurugala Nodide 

Nodidenu Guru Raghavendrara 

Maadidenu Bhaktiyali Vandane 

Bedidenu Kondadi Varagala 

Eedu Illade Mereva Mahimara 

Mitavu Yenadiri Illi Dina Dinakatishayava 

Aaguvadu Bhoosura Tatige Bhojana 



Katha Shravana Bharata Puranagalinda Vapputa 

Kshitiyolage Manchale Graamakke 

Prati Illa Vendenisi Kombodu 

 
The Sevas and Utsavas round the Praakaara in Mantralaya are all beyond the reach of all 

the descriptions and imagination. Now there are two Elephants for Seva. Rayaru accepts all 

this Vaibhava and immediately offers the entire Utsava Vaibhava to Sri Hari. Thus 

increasing and enhancing His Punya in manifolds. One should practically participate in 

Utsavas and enjoy the Devotional Values in Mantralaya. We pray and Surrender to the 

Divinity of Mantralaya Prabhu. 

Dear Devotees while concluding my address, I wish to quote the Mangalashtaka of 

Bichchale Sri Appanacharya: Devotees performing the Seva with intense Devotion to 

Rayara Brindavana in Mantralaya by Pradakshina,Namaskara,Abhisheka, Chanting of 

Gurustotra, Mruttika Lepana to their body will get Chaturvidha Purushaartha i. e. Dharma 

– Artha – Kama – Moksha and Sri RaghavendraSwami, the Kind and the Best Guru- 

Yatiraat will always Bless and Bestow the Finest things in life what all we Desire. If we are in 

the frame work of right path, we will definitely be in the folds of Rayaru and enjoying the 

Network of Mantralaya Rayaru. 

Yadvrindavana Sapradakshina Namaskarabhisheka Stuti 

Dhyanaaraadhana Mrudvilepana Mukhanekopachaaraan Sada 

Kaarankaaram bhiprayaanti Chaturo Lokaha Pramarthaan Sada 

Sri Mat Sadguru Raghavendra Yatiraat Kuryaat Dhruvam Mangalam. 

Thank you everybody. Om Sri Raghavendraaya Namaha.. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 



Mantralaya(178) 

 
Dear Devotees : Namaskara. 

Background: 

Sri Prahalad – Bahleeka – 

 
Vyasaraja – Mantralaya Sri Raghavendra' s Siddhi and the importance of Sri 

Yantroddhaara Sri Praana Devaru and the Divine Spirit of Sri Vyasaraya Swamiji are 

described in Mantralaya(178). 

Meaning: 

 
The Poorvavataara of Mantralaya Rayru as   Sri Vyasarayaru undertook a great task of 

propagating the Sri Madcharya philosophy in unique and special way is already described to 

the Devotees. In the Greatness of Maruti - Vayu Devaru – Sri Madacharyaru our most 

Sacred Mouneesharu has Pondered the meaning and  the real  values of Sri 

Harisarvottama-Vayujeevottama. Always remembering Sri Vayu Devaru used to be in the 

Divinity, and then Sri Vyasarajaru used to take a piece of Charcoal and write a beautiful 

Sketch of Sri Maruti. Further the Sacred Pontiff inviting to Vayu Devaru fill the life i.e. 

Praana Pratishthaapana to that Skecth and Maruti will imbibe in that Skecth and appear. 

Such a Noble Personality and Profound Devotion of Sakshaatkara and Saakaara Sri 

Vyasarajaru had attained and done the Uddhaara to us. We have experienced Siddhi – 

Vraddhi – Peace in life. Sri Vyasarayaru a great Aparoksha Gnyani. By this Gnyana 

Vyasarajaru knew everything, and utilised for the Betterment of Manukula. Sri Vayu Devaru 

took the Avatara as Hanuma – Bheema –  Madhwa to help the Sajjanas. As Hanuma did 

the Seva of Sri Rama, As Bheema Killed the wickeds and upheld Dharma of all the good 

qualities of Pandavas. Bheemasena Deva took an oath to kill all the Kouravas and did the 

same. In Kaliyuga Sri Mat Anandateertha   Bhagavatpadacharya – Sri Madhwcharya 

Proclaimed and made it clear to the whole world the greatness of Sri Hari – Sri 



ManNarayana. So our Vyasamuni knowing all this went on installing the Maruti everywhere 

for the sake of us, thus Hanumantha Devaru is protecting, Blessing the Satvikas. 

Sri Vyasarajaru sat for Tapasya in Anegondi – near the hilly region of Kiskindha –  Hampi 

– near Chakrateertha. Immediately remembered Maruti. Praying Maruti wrote the Sketch 

and did Praana Pratishthaapana on the Sacred bank of Tungabhadra. A pure rocky bed on 

the bank of the river. After imbibing Praana the Maruti will fly and disappear. The most 

Sacred Kishkindha is here. Sri Anjaneya has done great Service to Sri Rama right from 

Sethu Langhana, Lanka Dahana and Sri Rama Pattabhisheka. I desired a Sacred 

permanent record of all this as a witness to the happenings of Ramayana. Dear Great 

Maruti you are simply flying, are you angry with me? Several times Sri Vyasarayaru wrote 

the Skecth, filled Praana and immediately flew and disappeared. 

At last Sri Mouneesha Vyasarajaru First prepared a Yantra a Circle a Square and 

Triangle remembering Sri Hari then Chanted the Beejakshara Mantras of Sri Hari and did 

Abhimantra with Devotion with folded hands, in the Yantra only Sri Vyasarayaru wrote the 

Sketch of Maruti prayed Praana Pratishthaapana. Maruti really gave His Heart to Sri 

Vyasarayaru for His Divya Shakti, Bhakti and Siddhi. This time Maruti stayed and laughed, 

and the Sketch became a Carved Murty of Maruti, in Kannada we say Vadamoodida Swami 

it means Swayambhoo. One can ask, why all this has happened. Sri Rama Bhakta 

Hanumantha wanted to make it clear to the whole world the Greatness of Sri Vyasarayaru ! 

So Played this game on the Sacred, Cool place of Chakrateertha, the Divine Flow of 

Tungabnhdra . 

Today in Hampi at the Sanctum of Chakrateertha – Anegondi – where the Sacred 

Navavrindavana is situated, is inviting the Devotees. Our Sri Praana Devaru is famous and 

popular as Yantroddhaara Praana Devaru, Blessing the Devotees. Today this Sanctum is 

attracting the Devotees at large, Devotees come here to Anegondi take Divya Darshana, 

perform Deepaaradhane, Naivedya and getting their things done. Thus our Maruti is Siddhi 



by Sri Vyasarayaru. On this Historical Sanctum only Sri Surendrateertharu met Sri 

Vyasarayaru and introduced Sri Vishnteertharu(Sri Vijayeendrateertharu) who was in the 

previous Janma as Sri Vibudhendrateertharu ,said that Sri Jitamitraru will take Avatara as 

Sri Sudheendrateertharu and Himself – Sri Vyasarayru will take Avatara as Sri 

Raghavendrateertharu. Just to perform and do the Seva of Sri Moola Rama. Such a Holy 

place is situated on the bank of Tungabhadra. This Yantroddhaara Praana Devaru is a 

Great Gift, Divine Boon of our Sri Vyasarayaru has bestowed to all of us. 

This is the Special way of Madhwa Sanchaara of Sri Vyasaryaru the Divine mode of the 

propagation of the Philosophy of our Sri Madacharya. We are greatly indebted to this Divine 

Saint. The Miracle of Prahlada – Bahleeka – Vyasaraya – Sri Raghavendra cannot be 

described by mere words. That is all beyond the reach of all of us. We can only Express our 

Akshaya Gratitude to the Dwaita Yati Sarvabhouma – Gurusarvabhouma. Today Devotees 

are experiencing Countless Miracles in the Shelter of Sri Yantroddhaara Praana Devaru. 

MANTRALAYA(178). 

 
Sri Mantralaya Rayaru 

 
Hindina Avataaradali Sri Vyasarayaru Aagi Acharya Tatvavanu Tammadae Shyliyali 

Prachaara Maadidu Bhakatarige Manadattagi Marutiya Hirimeyali Jeevanava Kandiharu ! 

Ee Diseyali Namma Yati Mouneesha Sri Vyasarayara Satvavanu Vivaripenu ! Kulitalliyae 

Avaru Sri VayuDevara Smarisi Bhaktiyali Dhyanava Gaidu Iddalina Churinda Taavae Sri 

Marutiya Rekha Chitrava Bidisi Atiyaada Daivatva Satvada Aaraadhaneyali Todagi Sri 

HanumanthaDevaranu Aavaahane Maadi Praana Pratishtheya Maadi Siddhi – Vraddhi – 

Saakshaatkaarava Anubhavisi Bhaktarige Bannisi Nitya Poojaa Kainkaryake Sakala 

Yerpaadu Kalpisida Punyatmarae Sri Vyasarayaru  ! Tamma Kanninda Aparoksha 

Gnyanada   Kanninda Sarvaswavanu Kanda Siddha Chetanaru Namma Sri Vyasarayaru 

Nammella Kashtagala Neegisalu Banda Divya Daivika Shaktiyae Vayu Devarae Hanuma – 

Bheema –  Madhwa Avataara Taali Kasht Kotalaeyali Balaluva Namagindu Uddharipa Sri 



Hanumantha Devaru Yelledege Kangolisi Stotra Stutiyanu Keli Rakshiparu Yaavattu! Sri 

Vyasarayaru Maha Tapasvigalu ! Vijayanagara – Hampe – Anegondi Kshetragala 

Hirimeya Aritu Tungabhadreya Nirmala Pavitratege Manasota Namma Sri Mouneesha 

Vyasarajaru Chakrateertha Kishkindheya Bettada Sanihadadali Tapake Kulitiralu 

Dhyanakkagi Kaijodisida PraanaDevara Chitrava Baredu Santasadi Yativararu Praana 

Pratishtheya Gaidu Bhaktiyali Praarthaneya Salisuva Samayadali Aa Moorutiyalli Jeeva 

Kale Bandu Haari Hoyitu Nijadi Swami Yekinitu Munisu? 

Ramayanada Ghatanavaliya 

Punya Taanadali Saakshiyagiddu 

Meredu Bhaktaranu Uddharisu Yendu 

Yeshto Sala Chitrava Baredu 

Praana Pratishthe Maadidaroo 

Chakrateerthada Swami Jeeva Kale 

Haari Hogutalae Ittu ! 

Aaga Sri Vyasarayaru Sri Hariya 

Smaraneya Gaidu Bhaktiyali 

Digbandhana Yantrava Baredu 

Sri Hariya Roopagala 

Beejaksharagalanuchcharisi 

Mantrisi Abhimantrisi Punaha 



Sri Hanumana Chitravanu Bhaktiyali 

Bidisi VayuDevara Nutisi 

Praanapratisthegaida Punyatmara 

Divya Shakti Bhakti Siddhige Maruti 

Maaru Hogi Bandeyali Vadamoodidanu Andu ! 

Vyasarayara Yogyateyanu Jagakella 

Prakatisalu Vayu Devaru Hoodida Aata ! 

Yantradali Sundara Paavana 

Chakrateerthada Melugaali Sevisuta 

Tampinali Bhaktiya Tavaraagi 

Belagutihanindu Namma Hampeya 

Tungabhadreya Dadadalli 

Yantroddhaara Praana Devaru Yendu ! 

Ee Marutiya Saluvaagi Swataha 

Sri Vyasarayarae Stotravanu Rachisi 

Kruta Krutyaraagiharu 

Namagindu Siddhiya Kshetra 

 
Daivatva Mereyuva Dwaita Sisddhantada 



Kendravadu Aagihudu 

Yantroddhara Praana Devaru 

Nammanella Poreyutiha Swami 

Hanumara Hiritanava Yeshtendu Hogalali ! 

Eega Dina Nitya Bhaktara Sandaniyu 

Pooje Deepa Naivedyavanarpisi 

Ishtaartha Siddhiya Bayasi 

Anegondige Bhaktaru Saalaagi 

Barutihaeru Dina Nitya 

Jeevanada Tumbella 

Intha Marutiya Seve 

Saakaara Maadida 

Sri Prahlada – Bahleeka – Sri Vyasaraja – 

Sri Raghavendrara Mahime Agamya 

Apaara Idella Namagindu 

Akshayada Aasare 

Anugrahavaagi Nammannu 

Rakshisuva Vajra Kavachavu Aagi 



Shobhipudu Tungabhadra Dadada 

Ee Punya Taana Navarindavana 

Chakrateertha Swami Yantroddhara Hanuma 

Sri Vyasarayara Deseyinda. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Dear Rajaraman Nagarajan, 

I would like to share my very big miracle happend in my life from Raghavendra Swamy, he had 

given me a " PUNARJANMA" .(Re-birth) in 2001. Please dont think this is a lengthy story, from 

so many days i was thinking to write & kept quiet. So i thought of atleast in this way   we can 

expess our feelings & gratitude to Rayaru, by reading my miracles by so many devotees of the 

Raghavendra Swamy...all over the world...... I had a several miracles happend in my life from 

my childhood. At the age of 5-6 year old, i used to tell Jaya Jayavive Raghavendra ......for 108 

times in a day. Because, my grandfather Dr. Gopal Krishan Naik, was a doctor in kurnool he 

used to come in the night 11.00 ometimes, if patients is there more used to come 12.00 

midnigt, by walking on the bridge of the canal...i was so much worried about him, because he 

had a cataract....he couldn' t visible 

properly....So one day what happend in the midnight some robbery brought a knife to snatch 

the watch & some cash from my grandpa....during that time, the robbers were suppose to 

surrounded over my grandpa....no one was there on the road, it was 12.00 in the midnight this 

was in 1973. One robber pulled my grandpa hand, by that time, one more guy came to rescue 

in the same robber dress....& he pushed the another robber in the canal & he took my grandpa 

in the cycle rikshaw safely to home...When he turned back, no rickshaw & no man on the 

road...Because of the Rayara mahime.....i was chanting until my grandpa comes home Jaya 

JayaVive Raghavendra.......From that day onwards I belive in Rayaru .......he showed many 

miracles after that so many incidents happend in my life. Among them, My biggest Miracle 

happend is in 2001 May 15 For this 



year it has become already 6 years passed.  One day i was working in the computer in the 

office in Qatar. I was a customer support adminstrator in NCR. On May 15th at 8.00 a.m. 

started headache...it was severe headache, so i took panadol & i asked to make one cup of tea 

for me.....& it was severe for me, i couldnt control my headache...suddenly i couldnt see 

anything on the computer for 2 minutes, totally blind....totally dark.....i was asking myself what 

happend to my eyes, after two minutes..it happend again .....so i thought some eye sight 

problem may be...then i called my husband Nagaraj was working a Multinational company as a 

Financial Controller - Charterred Accountant by profession......When I called him, he was so 

busy in the meeting, so he told me take a taxi & go to our family doctor, & he told he will join you 

there later....Then I took a permission from my boss & requested one of our engineer staff was 

there in the office at that time, so he dropped me to clinic. It was 11.00 a.m. The Doctor tested 

me & she gave some medicine thinking that i had a migraine headache...Nagaraj also 

accompanied me from the clinic & we came back with son small 3 years old he was going to 

nursery, we picked him up & came back home, all the three of us had a food & took tablet & 

slept. Nagaraj had a 

split offce hrs. From 7.30 to 12.00 Again 3.00 to 6.00 pm. So, left to office again at 3.00p.m. In 

the evening, i gave a shower to my son, & he was making a coluring in front of the kitchen, i was 

keeping cooker on the stove, I just made on, my right leg & right hand pulled like & slept down in 

the kitchen. I couldnt talk anything but i could see & i was conscious, the cooker was getting 

steam, i tried like that only got up little & putoff the stove....after that, i couldnt not talk, i lost my 

speech......The phone was ringing, it was on the fridze, my son took the phone with the help of 

stool & pickup the call, that was my husband...was calling for me to checkup how I am  Nagaraj 

asked my son give to mummy....So My son Shuraj told him,,,,,,Mummy is sleeping in the 

kitchen......One Word made him to rush immediately & took me to emergency hospital & i was 

hospitalised for 18 days in Qatar , Hamad Medical Hospital.....Noone was there to take care for 

me.....Only my husband, my son was small.....So nurses told him, they will take care not to 

worry only u can come in the morning time .....So I was alone ...but 2 -3 partiens were there in 



the ward, but still.....2nd after admitted to hospital. That day night, midnight 12.30 some rope 

was pulling my neck....the n i could see the face of Yamadharma raja with the buffallo   i 

was screaming..like anything......after 10 min one Kavi dress Raghavendra came in my swapna 

& told me nothing is goingto happen, dont worry, whatever diagnise let them do, nothing is going 

to happen - nothing is visible for the doctors in the their technical machines...dont worry i am 

there behing you then he gave me palamantrakshate & left immediatly ......After that, day 

morning, nurses came started one by one tests for totally 15-20 tests they did for me   Finally, 

the y were saying i need brain surgery, they couldnot 

diagnise what has happend for me....atlast....my uncle spoke to head of the Hamad medical & 

discharged me to take me to Manipal hospital in Bangalore..From the Airport only, i admitted to 

manipal hospital & The Dr.Vasudeva Rao, He is famous vasculor Surgeon & Dr.Sujay Rao – 

famous Neuro surgeon, both of them was waiting for me....to come from the flight.... ie. also 

miracle from the Raghavendra swamy....Such a big doctors why they will wait for me ....... Then 

immediatly they tested....me & asked me to do the cerebral angiography next day 

morning....When they were doing Cerebral Angiography, The boths doctors got surprised to see 

my reports....it is a miracle in 1 in millionth case, there was a block in carotid artery that was the 

main artery to supply the blood to the brain. But, by miracle, it has created a by pass on its own 

to some other channel.....The doctors were shockedto see the mircle happend, there were so 

many bypass channels opend on 

its own - blood is circulating very properly, no need any bypass surgery for the carotid artery, it 

can be healed & recoverd on a medication.....After 6 months we will take one more Cerebral 

Angiography ---let us see after 6 months ...They told & asked me to take rest for 1 week in the 

hospital.... & After 6 months when they did again Cerebral Angio graphy ----there was a many 

bypassed on its own channels - it was too much miracle happened to the doctors. The doctors 

told actually, this lady is a gods miracle & will power was there, because of that , she is alive, 

otherwise....she would have been oneside physically stroke.... Tothedate, i dont have any 

disfigured in my body...only my leg is slight 



limping...But i could not able to write, & i could not able to fold my fist properly, & i could not able 

to join the index finger with the other four fingers... After 6 months i was back to work in the 

same office... in Sept 2001...the office gave me complete salary for the 6 months & medical 

reimbursement & most important was my place was still there for me only in the office  That 

was because of Raghavendra swamy miracle..,,Until 6 months who will wait for me the job that 

too in the Gulf Countries  After 2001 until 2005 i was 

working in the same office....I was finding so much difficult to work without  writing disability 

........So i was thinking all the time who will give me the job for stroke lady....... 

One fine day.....Raghavendra Swamy opened his eyes & showed me another miracle  thru my 

colleague had started some part time biz, he introduced me to do that biz.....in 2003 january, 

but i could not able to do anything, but my colleague helped me a lot in disguise of raghavendra 

like ......i started in parttime biz from Jan 2004 ....Thru my colleague, Mathew Elias, he was a 

Senior ATM Engineer by profession, started this biz ..that has been changed my life & later on 

Nagaraj also joined with me. So both of us were doing the global e-commerce ineractive 

maketing biz ....changed us a tremendous in our life ..Then we decided to quit our job in 2005 & 

doing the same biz in uae.....because, nagaraj sponsor did not give the release for him from the 

company. Now From Jan 2006 both of us are doing full time biz by helping the people to make 

money in part time & change their lives for their family & children....... Nagaraj is going all over 

the world by giving support for our team started in Qatar, Uae, Saudi, Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain, 

India , Kenya , Nigeria , Malaysia, So i belive in Rayaru until my last breath.......because he 

gave me a life back & also showed me the path of life how to lead in the world. Please believe 

Raghavendra......... I will say everyday ...JayaJaya Vive.Raghavendra - 108 times chanting the 

sloka until today & also whenever I am free, automatically raghavendra pahimam - Raghavendra 

Rakshamam . It will be always chanting without knowing myself... 

This is my life miracle story.......I expressed my feelings to the feet of Raghavendra..... 

Thank you for given me an opportunity to share my views to all the devotees through this 

website... who are belived in the miracles of the Rayaru...... 

Thank You Once again. 



Conveyed my husband Nagaraj's regards to you & Raghunandana... Keep in touch. 

Please share my this story to all the devotees in the website.Hope to hear from U soon....... 

Regards 

Nalini Nagaraj 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

I would like to share another miracle from Sri Guru Rayaru in our life. Last Thursday morning, I 

was driving my car to drop my son to the school. I was reciting Sri Rayara Stotra while driving. I 

stopped at the sign stop and proceeded after making sure there were no vehicles. But suddenly 

there was one car which was coming on the way. I was about to hit the car, just missed by 

Rayaru's grace. My son was sitting on the same side of that car's direction. It was would have 

been a big accident, once again Rayaru saved us. Always, we need to have belief and faith in 

Rayaru and Sri Guru Rayaru will help us all. "NAMBI KETTAVARILLAVO EE GURGALA". OM 

SRI RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA! 

Regards, 

Ramanath Sudhakar 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

I would like to share a personal incident that has happened in the recent past in my wife's and 

my life. We have a son who is now seven years old and who had been longing to have an 

younger sibling as most of his friends do. My wife conceived last year and after a few months 

into her pregnancy we came to know during one of her regular medical visits to her Gynecologist 

that she was carrying a baby boy the second time too. Our son was extremely pleased and so 

were we. Right around this time I was on a work assignment that needed me to travel back 

home only during the weekends and stay out of town most part during the week. Past 6 months 

into her pregnancy while I was out of town my wife dreamt of hearing what she perceived as a 

godly voice that said that the baby she was 

carrying in her womb was no more alive. She woke up from her dream feeling extremely 

disturbed and in grief. I was away from home and was due to return on a Thursday night. She 



had this dream a day before and I arrived on Thursday night. She made no mention of her dream 

to me. We went to bed and strangely enough my wife stayed awake the whole  night thinking 

about her dream. I was in deep sleep when she figured out that the baby in her womb hadn't 

moved even the slightest ever since Thursday afternoon which was the last time she felt that 

the baby had made some vigorous movements. I woke up early in the morning when my wife 

communicated to me that she could not sleep a wink the night before, since she barely felt 

movements of the baby. Doctors normally recommend the mother to drink a juice or milk with 

lots of sugar which would induce movements in the baby if they are in deep sleep. She had tried 

that too and could not feel the slightest of movements of the baby inside her womb. We were 

really worried now and prayed to god hoping that the baby was alive and doing well. We lit 

lamps in front of god before we rushed to the emergency. My wife's doctor was not on duty that 

day but the hospital had some general nurse practitioners do an ultra sound scan of the baby. 

We were anxiously waiting to hear the heartbeats from the womb and kept praying Shri Hari, 

Praanadevaru and rayaru with every breath we took. The nurses were not able to get the 

heartbeat of the baby So they left the room without saying much and paged for my wife's doctor. 

At this point I was barely able to even stand on my legs and my heart kept beating faster than 

ever. We were really feeling nervous and my wife broke out in tears. I just kept praying the lord 

Shri hari , vayu devaru and rayaru hoping that the worst hadn't happened. Finally my wife's 

Doctor arrived and did an ultrasound scan of the baby and also tried to get to read the babies 

heartbeats. Unfortunately for us the baby was declared still born.  This was one of our 

extremely difficult and painful times in our life not to forget to mention for my then 6 year old son 

too. His dreams were shattered as he had already shopped and set aside with my wife a lot of 

toys and clothes for his baby brother yet to be born. My wife narrated the dream she had had 

the day before and now how it had come true. We were all really at loss and our sorrow was 

uncontrollable. Upon later examinations the Umbilical cord wrapping around the baby's neck 

was attributed to be the reason for its still birth. We still kept praying and decided to move on in 

our life. Our son was very persistent that he have a baby brother or sister and we felt the need 

to take yet another chance owing to the painful experience we just recently had. After a couple 



more months and more prayers my wife conceived again and this time we decided that we do 

not let either our friends/ relatives and even our son know of it until the time it was really evident. 

We also kept praying that we do not experience the same fate we had in the past. On one 

occasion I had a dream where my wife and I were in front of a stranger woman who was 

holding my wife's hands and my wife asking her about the fate of the new baby in her womb, 

and the stranger woman telling us that the baby was doing fine and that we did not have to 

worry about anything at all. When I narrated this dream to my wife, she and my mother in law 

came to the conclusion that this stranger woman must have been Goddess Mookambika 

herself whom my mother in law and my wife had been praying all the time. On occasion's 

my wife had similar dreams and we were quite confident that this time around everything would 

go well. On one of my wife's regular visits,the Doctor suggested that we consult an 

Expert Gynecologist and get some advanced tests done on the womb so that we know that 

everything is normal and also to make sure beforehand of any possibilities or symptoms leading 

to down syndrome or any other abnormalities after the baby is born. 

We both agreed to get this done in fear of what had happened in the past. We got some tests 

done and unfortunately for us this time around some of the results that came back from the 

preliminary tests were not encouraging. The Specialist Gynecologist came back saying that 

there was one in 3 percent chances that the baby had down syndrome based on some test 

results they came back with. Down Syndrome is a cause for babies to be born with physical and 

mental abnormalities/deformities. Our hear sank this time after hearing this from the Doctor. 

We now began thinking as to what sins we had committed in our past lives that we were both 

experiencing things of this nature. The Specialist doctor 

Further went on to say that there was a chromosome test that could verify if the child really had 

a down syndrome and that the results would be a 99% accurate most of the time. However 

there were some painful steps my wife would have to undergo in order for the tests to be done 

and which could prove harmful to the baby in the womb. The fact that there was still a "1 

percent" chance that the test results could be incorrect, I consoled my wife saying that we will 

now leave it up to god and not get any further tests done and be ready to experience whatever 



we were destined for. However saying this was much easier than the very thoughts of what 

would happen to this child in the future and how hard it would be for it. My wife continued with 

her monthly checkups and on one such visit her 

Regular doctor told her that as per the ultra sound measurements she felt that the baby was a 

bit smaller in weight and hence asked her to visit the Specialist Gynaecologist again since he 

had more accurate instruments to measure from. We agreed to visit the specialist and after he 

checked he confirmed that that was true. He further went on to say that since the baby's 

heartbeats were regular and the food and blood flow to it were normal too, the only other 

reason that he could see this happen is if it had a down syndrome . This would have been 

confirmed had we gotten the Chromosome checks done. Since we were now at a point were it 

was too late to take a step back we decided to 

move on not aborting the baby.  The Dr. now asked us to visit him once every two weeks so 

that he could closely monitor the baby's weight. On some visits the baby had put on more 

weight than during the previous visits but was still trailing behind.  My wife and I were really 

more worried when we were told that this time it was a baby girl in her womb. We couldn't 

imagine the most difficult times a girl with either mental/physical abnormalities would have and 

just kept praying god to help us out. I took an oath in front of rayaru that I would read his 

"Prathaha Sankapla Gadhya" everyday until the day the baby was born and so did my wife of 

reading "Karnataka Bhaktha Vijaya" a couple of pages every day. 

One day she dreamt of her, me and our son along with the baby being blessed in front of a 

Huge Brindavana and also by a saint in what looked like a place resembling Sonda. We were 

sure that these were none other than Shri Padaraja and Shri Vadiraja thirtha themselves who 

were blessing us. Despite all the good dreams she and I had, the thoughts of what the Doctors 

said weighed more on us than what we had experienced first hand in our dreams. Days passed 

as my wife entered her 8th month into pregnancy this 

August.Things took an interesting turn on my wife's visit to the Specialist Doctor. He noticed 

that the baby wasn't keeping pace with its growth and so decided that he would talk to my wife's 

regular doctor and have the baby delivered premature by the next week or so. My wife had an 



appointment with her regular doctor the next Tuesday when she was told that her Blood 

pressure had increased and that she would have to get admitted to the hospital and that they 

would delver the baby once her BP came to a normal level. As per 

The Doctors advise I got my wife admitted to the hospital and we made preparations to expect 

the baby any time soon. Since the baby was measured to be too small my wife's Doctor 

consulted a couple of her colleagues and experts from other hospitals and came to 

thedecision that the baby would have to be delivered in a different hospital which was better 

equipped for handling babies of such low birth weight. The doctor also assured us that one of 

her expert friends in the other hospital was one among the best doctors to deliver such babies. 

We gave our consent and on Wednesday night my wife was shifted to the other hospital. On the 

one hand though my wife and I were happy that the day had 

come when the baby would be born we constantly were worried about whether it would be 

normal or be born with deformities. What I am now about to say may sound a little too hard to 

believe but my wife reminded me of one of her other dreams where she had saw that she had 

delivered in a different hospital and by a different doctor and that the baby though small at birth 

was in perfect condition. I had completely forgotten this dream and after hearing it again now 

began to have a strange positive feeling in my heart that said that the baby would just be born 

fine with no physical or mental abnormalities. Meanwhile the doctor at the new hospital 

recommended that since the baby was small it would need to be given some steroids while still 

in the womb so that its lungs would be capable enough to have it take its first breath once it was 

delivered. We were told by the doctor's office that the baby would be delivered the next morning 

which incidentally happened to be a Thursday.  I kept chanting the line "Om Shri MathSath 

Guru Raghavendra Yathiraat kuryat Dhruvam Mangalam" all night. Immediately after the second 

Steroid shot was given my wife started experiencing labor pains.  The next day early morning 

the doctor had the baby delivered. Except for the fact that the baby was born with a low weight it 

physically appeared completely normal and took its first breath after letting out cries. I was 

completely positive that this was a normal baby and so did the Doctors report later confirm 

based on the tests they conducted. It was born early morning around 6.30AM on Thursday Aug 



the 31st and happens to be of the Anuradha Maha Nakshatra. At last our prayers were 

answered and Guru rayaru showed us that if we believe in the lord he would help us cross all 

odds in life. It sure was like the saying in the Brahmanda Purana Venkatesha Stotra " 

BhayaKruth bhaya Nashanaha". This incident is going to remain in our heart and life forever. I 

sincerely hope that what I have narrated so far reassures hope and brings steadfast faith to 

people who pray Rayaru everyday but havent seen results yet. Keep praying and remember that 

Lord "Dhanvanthari" is in charge of all beings and he decides the best for all of us who believe in 

his strength. No Doctor can over rule or change what this other Doctor "Shri Dhanvanthari" has 

in store for us. 

Warm Regards, 

Vishnu 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

I have been extremly fortunate that the blessings of Raghavendra swami have always been 

there with me.I was in my 2nd year of engineering at Bhubaneswar in India and i had completely 

lost tract in life.I was performing very badly in my exams and my personal life was highly 

troubled.I had no aim in life and was steadily on the way of becoming a wastrel.Suddenly one 

day i happened to pass by the Brindavanam of Raghavendra Swami located in 

Bhubaneswar.And after i few days i went to the brindavanam in the evening.From the day i 

stepped into the brindavanam my life completely changed.....i suddenly got a sense of purpose 

in life and became serious about my career my grades improved dramatically and my personal 

life all got set.This is truly a mirale and from that day i have been extremly fortunate to get the 

blessings of Raghavendra Swami. I got a job before graduate all due to the blessings of 

Raghavendra Swami and am currently in USA doing my masters. Its my firm belief that whatever 

has happened to me has been due to the blessings of Raghavendra Swami and i sincerely pray 

to him that he continues to shower his blessings on all his devotees. SR Siddhartha 

Bhattacharya Betlehem, PA sbhattacharya99@rediffmail.com 

* * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

mailto:sbhattacharya99@rediffmail.com


With the grace of lord shri raghavendra I got a good job back in Jan 2005 and I was 

happy there except that the commute was very long. I delivered a baby in Dec 2005 andwhen I 

joined back i started feeling the difficulty of commuting so far. I kept praying to god and one day I 

just finished my prayers and I got an interview call from a company which is just 10 mins drive 

from my house. I was surprised as I had not even applied for a position, where as they said I had 

attended the first round of written test and they really liked me!!! I went for the interview and they 

were very impressed with me and gave me an offer right away. Now I am very veyr happy with 

my job. If you pray to Rayaru, his grace is endless. 

Om shri raghavendraya namaha. 

Dheepa 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Miracle on Miracle Website 

This is the first time I am writing my experience on this website. This is just one of the 

miracles that happened ever since I started to worship Swamy. My mom is a great devotee, who 

started worshipping quite a longtime before me, she visits mutt close to my home in Bangalore 

at least thrice a week. Eversince I came down to UK a year back, never had a chance to visit 

any mutt and I feel this website is a great place for people like me who are away from India. My 

wife (Bhavana) is an engineer, was never able to find a technical job, though she worked for few 

months in non-technical jobs which she is not interested in. This forced us to think about applying 

for canadian work permits. During this period, I came across this site and wanted to show this 

website (especially miracle page) to her, and told her I have a gut feeling that a miracle is going 

to happen to us and are going to publish on this website. She is not as optimistic as I am, and 

she's like skeptic, said oohm, a magic should happen to me for getting a job. The first thing she 

noticed on the webpage was miracles published by somebody by name Somashekar and 

Bhavana placed just one above the other, and it goes with our names as well. You can have a 

look at #51 and #52. I had visited this page several time, but never struck to my eyes and we 

could not believe our eyes to see our names placed one above the other. SHe was ashamed of 

her skepticism and eversince then her belief in swamy has increased several 



folds. I applied for my Canadian work-permit in London on Thursday, 27-July-06 and the lady 

officer told that I may need a medical check-up which she will notify by sending a post. I was 

greatly disappointed because on the website, the process would take 2-6 weeks, and little more 

if medical test is needed. I did not wanted to go through the test, and returned home hoping to 

get a waiver letter from the consulate. On Saturday (After 48 hours of application), I received a 

courier, looked like our passports. I was about to burst into tears, because receiving passports 

back means 2 things - a visa granted or visa rejected for incomplete documentation. It cannot be 

a visa because an interview is necessary for indian nationals like us and can't be before 2 

weeks at least. I concluded to 

myself that it should be a rejection letter. But it was a pure miracle waiting for us in the courier, 

our visa was granted in a record-breaking 48 hours, which is impossible for even UK nationals 

with all the required documentations. Even my attorney who is into this proffession of arranging 

work-permits was quite surprised to hear this. Both of us are now very much excited to reach 

canada and are hoping to visit India next month for Rayara Dharshana. I am sure there are lot 

of miracles like these lined up in our lives (any devotee for that matter, who has got strong faith 

in swamy) 

Enendu Bannisali Rayara Pawadawa!!!! 
 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Namaskara.... 

August 10, 11 and 12th of this year, devotees of Sri Raghavendra Swamy will be 

celebrating HIS Aradhana Mahotsava in all its pomp and giety.  August 11th is the most 

important day which is is the anniversary day on which Sri Raghavendra Swamy actually entered 

the Brindavan alive to perform penance and serve humanity for 700 years. We have heard or 

experienced ourselves innumerable miracles performed by this great saint be it granting any 

materialistic wish (like granting US / Singapore VISA's !, getting a job, good spouse, high 

percentile inspite of studying less due to unavoidable circumstances...) or a spiritual wish (little 

do we know that the Uttaradi Mutt plontiff Shri Satyavara Teertharu was blessed by the Swamiji 



that he would become one of the great saints of the Uttaradi mutt). He blesses people according 

to their purva karma (Past Karma / deeds) and many have taken refuge in HIM in times of 

distress. We have seen many learned people sharing about Sri Raghavendra, His Life History, 

His miracles and a host of other information in this website.... Our webmaster never misses a 

minute talking about Sri Raghavendra !!! Few minutes of interaction with Rajaram is enough 

and you would have invariably heard "Raghavendra" a couple of times. Blessed is he who utters 

HIS name and I wish our webmaster a  HAPPY and PROSPEROUS MARRIED LIFE    Sri 

Raghavendra swamy as a Madva saint not only belonged to the Madva community but to people 

irrespective of caste / creed who seeked refuge in HIM. (For that matter of a fact the life history 

of any / all Madva saints gives us examples of non-Dwaities getting benefits of devotion towards 

Sri Hari and their respective Gurus). Sri Raghavendra Swamy also upheld the greatness of Sri 

Hari / Sri Vayu at all times. Sri Raghavendra Swamy was not only a great saint but a excellent 

writer / author par excellence who also nutured the Haridasa movement with care and 

blessings. HE composed nearly about 50 works in sanskrit apart from a few songs in favour of 

Sri Hari, Sri Lakshmi, Sri Vayu to name a few in Kannada out of which "Indu Yenage Sri 

Govinda" stands out to be the most Beautifull and intense and tears roll out of emotion 

uncontrollably while listening to the same with devotion and concentration... Sri Raghavendra's 

"Sri Rama Charita Manjari / Sri Krishna Charita Manjari" composed in Sanskrit summarizes the 

respective avataras of Sri Hari without missing a single event of importance  His composition of 

"Prataha Sankalpa Gadya", "Sri MahaBharata Bhava Sangraha", "Parimala Sudha" "Geeta 

Vivruthi" etc etc... 

The name "Sri Raghavendra" is in itself a great Institution. You can see business flourishing in 

the name of "Sri Raghavendra Textiles", "Sri Raghavendra Stores" "Sri Raghavendra Talkies", 

"Sri Raghavendra Tours & Travels" etc etc. The name Sri Raghavendra itself is enough to feed 

infinte souls with not only food and shelter but also bring solace and comfort. The name "Sri 

Raghavendra" gives Satviks to advance their spiritua lity / the Rajasiks to gain materialistic 

conforts and the tamasiks to develop Bhakti 



towards Sri Hari and Sri Vayu.... To quote Sri Jagannatha Dasaru "Nambi Kettavarillavo E 

Gurugala Nambade Keduvarunto". No one returns empty handed when Sri Raghavendra is 

approached for help!!! Not one's belief in Sri Raghavendra has resulted in failure !!! This is our 

Guru, Jagadguru Sri Raghavendra's speciality. Everything and Anything can go wrong but 

putting faith and belief on Sri Raghavendra with sincere devotion and prayers has never been a 

failure.... Blessed are those to be in Mantralaya at these times and blessed are those who are 

part of this Aradhana Mahotsava of this Great Saint in some way to the other.  "OM Sri Guru 

Rag havendraya Namaha"... A small devotional composition towards my Guru 

Sri Raghavendra Raghavendra 

Raghavendra Raghavendra Yenniri, 

Sri Raghavendra Yenniri Mantra/ayakke Banniri, Mantra/ayakke Banniri 

Hariya Bhakti tori mereda Prah/adane, mereda Prah/adane 

Nannaya neenu karunisu Raghavendrane Sri Raghavendrane 

Ugra Roopi NAraHari ya shaanta madida Prah/adane, Oh Prah/adane 

Nana//i Hari Bhati ya tumbi rakshisu Raghavendrane Sri Raghavendrane 

Raghavendra Raghavendra Raghavendra Yenniri, Sri Raghavendra Yenniri 

Mantra/ayakke Banniri, Mantra/ayakke Banniri 

Krishna nanu Kunisi Neenu Dhanya naade Vyasa ne, Vyasa ne 

Nanna manadi neene ne/esi Karunisu Raghavendrane Sri Raghavendrane 

Nooraru Mukya Prana stapane madi punya naade Vyasa ne, Vyasa ne 

Nooraru janma bandaru ninna bhakta naaguve, nanna rakshisu 

Raghavendrane Sri 

Raghavendrane 

Raghavendra Raghavendra Raghavendra Yenniri, Sri Raghavendra Yenniri 

Mantra/ayakke Banniri, Mantra/ayakke Banniri 

Moo/a Ramana seveya///i Sri Raghavendra, Sri Raghavendra 

Ninan//i naanu sharanu sharuna Sri Raghavendra Sri Raghavendra 

Mantra/ayadi ne/esi Bhakta jana ra odeya Neene Raghavendra Raghavendra 



e manda bhuddhi ya udharisu Sri Raghavendra Sri Raghavendra 

Raghavendra Raghavendra Raghavendra Yenniri, Sri Raghavendra Yenniri 

Mantra/ayakke Banniri, Mantra/ayakke Banniri 

Ka/iyugada Kamadhenu 

Sri Raghavendra Sharanu Sharanu 

Krishnarpana 

Balaji. Raghavendran 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
 

 
HI ALL 

I need to narate the miracle.if any spelling mistake please do aplogize for that. From the 

school days itself i am devotee of Raghavendra.i like ragahavendra swamy lot. When i am in 2nd 

standard i starting visting r aghavendra mutt every Thursday. After saying OM SRI 

RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA i will start every action. In school days i am a average guy.i was 

getting almost marginal mark to clear the subject. Then in gradutaion level in the final semester i 

didn' t do one papar well but i studied well. Then i prayed to swamy to be surparised i got 

cleared in all subjects in my final year of my graduation. Due to swamy grace i joined Master 

degree in computer.then i joined a good company MNC company in Chennai.in that company 

they transferd me to maharastra.but at that time i am in contract. From Maharastra i visited 

Mantralay and prayed to get a permanent job. Due to some personal problem i am unable to 

stay in maharastra. After my contract ends i came back to chennai.then i got a job in a small 

company. I got 5 times less salary compared to the previous comapny. As the day passed, then 

after 4 months i joined another company in chennai with the same salary.after spending 6 

months there i got a good international offer at top MNC.now i am getting 9 times more salary 

than compare to previous company. 

I am happy about that. Belive in RAGHAVENDRAYA he will make possiable. 

OM SRI RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA 

If any comment reply me 



Thanks 

RVG 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 

 

OM NAMO SRI RAGHAVENDRAYA NAMAHA 

 
Thank you very much for every one waiting for your response and comments, if any 

mistake happens in this e-book kindly inform me. Your support needed for doing next best 

book on Gods. 

Suresh Siddanthi, 

peegeess@gmail.com, 

And pleased to mark a copy to peegeess@yahoo.com. 
 
 

 
Note: 

 

 
Dear Bhakthas 

I am also preparing Lord Shiva Mahimas will you please give your support in this request I 

am waiting for your emails my email is : peegeess@yahoo.com 
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